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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
Transport Auctions of London Ltd is hereinafter referred to as the Auctioneer and includes any person acting upon the
Auctioneer's authority.
1. General Conditions of Sale
a. All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by, the Auctioneer are there at their own risk.
b. Such persons shall have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused nor in
respect of cancellation or postponement of the sale.
c. The Auctioneer reserves the right of admission which will be by registration at the front desk.
d. For security reasons, bags are not allowed in the viewing area and must be left at the front desk or cloakroom.
e. Persons handling lots do so at their own risk and shall make good all loss or damage howsoever sustained, such estimate of
cost to be assessed by the Auctioneer whose decision shall be final.
2. Catalogue
a. The Auctioneer acts as agent only and shall not be responsible for any default on the part of a vendor or buyer.
b. Lots are sold as seen and The Consumer Rights Act (2015) and The Consumer Contracts Regulations (2013) do not apply.
c. All descriptions of auction lots, including the condition and estimated value of items, whether printed or oral, are given in good
faith and are statements of opinion not fact. Any comments on any lots must be made to the Auctioneer at least 24 hours before
the start of the auction.
d. Lots are sold with all imperfections and/or faults and neither the Auctioneer nor the vendor is responsible for any defects
whatsoever.
e. No warranty is given or implied by the Auctioneer or the vendor with regard to any lot other than that the Seller has the right
to sell it and any express or implied conditions or warranties whether relating to condition or quality are hereby excluded.
f. Intending purchasers should satisfy themselves as to the condition, age, provenance etc of all pieces and lots before they bid.
3. Conditions of Sale - vendors
a. A commission charge of 15.0% of the hammer price or £5 (VAT not applicable), whichever is the greater, will be deducted
from the selling prices and the vendor authorises the Auctioneer to deduct all monies due to the Auctioneer from the auction
proceeds.
b.Reserve prices may be placed by the vendor on lots of £50 or over. Unless otherwise instructed by the vendor, the
Auctioneer may use discretion to sell a lot at up to 10% below reserve. If a lot does not sell, an administration charge of 10% of
the reserve or £5, whichever is the greater, will be incurred.
c. Where a lot is entered without a reserve, the lot will be sold to the highest bidder. If a lot without a reserve does not sell, an
administration charge of £5 will be incurred.
d. All lots are sold at the Auctioneer’s discretion unless written instructions to the contrary are received from the vendor at
least 48 hours prior to the starting time of the sale (responsibility for receipt of such instructions rests with the vendor) and, in
the event that a lot is so withdrawn, an administration charge of £25, or 5% of the reserve, whichever is the greater, will be
levied.
e. The closing date for entries is six weeks before the sale date or when the full number of lots has been achieved, if earlier. The
Auctioneer reserves the right to defer items to a later sale where either the maximum number of lots has already been reached
or where, in the Auctioneer's opinion, earlier inclusion would result in an imbalance of lots on offer.
f. The vendor warrants to the Auctioneer that he/she is the true owner of the items entered (or has written authorisation from
the true owner to sell the items) and that he/she has given the Auctioneer full disclosure of the provenance & authenticity of the
said items and the vendor indemnifies the Auctioneer together with his servants and agents against all and any claim made in
connection with the sale of the said items.
g. The vendor shall arrange to collect unsold or withdrawn lots within 28 days of the sale unless the Auctioneer has agreed to
re-enter them in a subsequent sale and, unless otherwise agreed by prior arrangement, any unsold or withdrawn lots not
collected within 28 days shall incur a storage charge of £2 per day. Lots not collected after 3 months will be sold for the
Auctioneer's account without further notification to the vendor.
h. Unsold or withdrawn lots will not be released until all outstanding charges have been settled in full.
i. Any offers for lots after the sale are only to be negotiated through the Auctioneer and any sale thereafter of items which have
been viewed through the Auctioneer's catalogues, viewing days, advertising or internet sites is deemed to be transacted by the
Auctioneer and full vendor's and buyer's commissions are payable by the vendor.
j. Payment of the proceeds of the sale less all applicable charges will be made to the vendor's bank account within 28 working
days after the auction date, provided that the Auctioneer has received full payment from the purchaser. The
Auctioneer shall not be liable for settlement of any lot for which he is not in possession of cleared funds.
k. In the event of any disputes relating to a lot, the Auctioneer reserves the right to cancel the sale of said lot. The vendor will
be responsible for collection of the lot.
l. Goods entered into the auctions are so done at the vendor's own risk and, while every reasonable effort will be made by the
Auctioneer to look after such goods, the vendor accepts that the Auctioneer is not liable for any damage or loss to the vendor's
items while in the Auctioneer's possession.
m. Vendors are not permitted to bid for their own lots.

4. Conditions of Sale - buyers
a. In making a bid for any lot, whether in person or otherwise, all persons acknowledge that they have read, understand and
abide by these Terms and Conditions of Sale and the bidder acknowledges that he/she has satisfied him/herself fully before
bidding, by inspection or otherwise, as to the condition of such lot.
b. Each bid is an offer to buy and a winning bid forms an irrevocable commitment to purchase the lot concerned.
c. Responsibility for a purchased lot shall pass to the buyer at the fall of the hammer; however, legal title shall not pass until the
Auctioneer is in possession of cleared funds in payment for that lot.
d. The buyer will pay to the Auctioneer the hammer price together with a buyer’s premium calculated at a rate of 16.00% of the
hammer price, no VAT payable. In respect of bids via the-saleroom.com, the latter's charge of 3% of the hammer price + VAT at
the prevailing rate is payable in addition.
e. All lots not paid for and removed at the sale must be paid for in full and collected within 7 working days except where agreed
by the Auctioneer in advance in writing. Overdue accounts will be charged interest at 5% pa.
f. No lot(s) may be removed until cleared funds are to hand except where agreed by the Auctioneer in writing.
g. Uncollected lots after 7 working days will incur a daily storage charge of £2 per lot thenceforth. Uncollected lots after 28 days,
whether paid for or not, will be sold for the Auctioneer's account without further notification to the buyer.
5. The Auction Process
a. Those persons wishing to bid in person at the auction should first register at the auction front desk and obtain a bidding
number. Prospective bidders who are not known to the Auctioneer will be asked for acceptable identification including proof of
address.
b. Bidding in the room must be done by holding up the bidder's numbered card so that it is clearly visible to the Auctioneer who
may refuse at his discretion to accept bids attempted in any alternative manner.
c. The Auctioneer reserves the right:
(i) to accept or refuse any bid(s), (ii) to regulate the bidding and amounts of any bid(s) and (iii) to rearrange, consolidate or
withdraw any lot(s) or part of any lot without reason or notice.
d. At the fall of the hammer, the highest bidder, acceptable to the Auctioneer, shall be the buyer of the lot.
e. In the event of a dispute, the Auctioneer has absolute discretion to settle such dispute.
f. Lots may be paid for and removed during or immediately after the auction by application to the front desk. Payment at the sale
is accepted in cash (maximum £5,000, 1.5% handling charge), by debit-card or by credit-card. Company credit-cards and debitcards and non-EU credit-cards and debit-cards will incur an additional charge of 3% of the total amount payable. Cheques are not
accepted.
g. Lots in respect of which cleared payment is not possible on the day must be collected from the Auctioneer's premises within 7
working days of notification of receipt by the Auctioneer of cleared funds.
h. Commission bids may be left with the Auctioneer by lodging a completed Commission Bid form by the deadline stated on the
form. Commission bids will be executed by the Auctioneer as cheaply as possible on a best-efforts basis and without obligation
and he shall not be responsible for any neglect or default in executing or failing to execute any commission bid.
i. Commission bidding is also available, as well as online live bidding, via the-saleroom.com's website and all online bids that are
successful will be subject to an additional fee of 3% + VAT on the hammer price.
j. The buyer of each lot shall be the person making the highest bid which is acceptable to the Auctioneer. In the event of an equal
maximum bid for any lot between the saleroom and a commission bid and/or a bid via the-saleroom.com, the bid in the saleroom
will take preference. In the event of two or more commission bids being equal, the first one received takes preference.
k. Estimated values of lots are provided as a guide as to what price the lot may attain, based on previous auction results and the
Auctioneer's knowledge of the prevailing market. These are indications provided in good faith but as statements of opinion rather
than facts.
l. Lots will be sold in numerical order (unless otherwise stated) at a rate of between 80 and 100 lots per hour.
m. The Auctioneer does not pack or ship lots. Buyers should collect their purchases or arrange for their own courier to do so.
Collection is by prior arrangement from the Auctioneer's storage location in Edenbridge, Kent and 2 working days' notice is
required to make arrangements for collection. Upon request, the Auctioneer can put buyers in touch with a shipping agent who
will collect, pack and ship on the buyer's behalf. Such arrangements will form a separate contract between the buyer and the
shipper and the buyer will pay the shipping costs directly to the shipper. Safe transit of purchases by personal collection, courier
or shipper is at the sole risk of the purchaser.
n. All transactions associated with this auction sale shall be governed by English law.
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

1

2

3

London Passenger Transport Board 'SECOND
ANNUAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS for the year
ended 30 June 1935. 65pp booklet including
several pages of photographs and the 4 fold-out,
detachable MAPS of the Underground, Buses,
Green Line Coaches and Trams & Trolleybuses
which were unique to these reports. Plus a
similar, loose Underground map from another
year. In good condition, maps are very good. [1
booklet w/maps + 1 extra loose map]

Collection of bus & tram items comprising 3 x
cast-iron TRAM CONTROLLER KEYS, London
tram/trolleybus CAP BADGE (one fixing lug
missing), a BELL PUSH BUTTON, a Sheffield
Corporation TIMECARD, possibly ex-tram, a 1960
Sheffield Corporation ALTERATIONS NOTICE plus
a selection of 1940s-50s TIMETABLES from
Aberdeen, Blackpool and Glasgow. All generally in
good, used condition. [11]

Pair of London United Tramways (Underground
Group) PANEL TIMETABLES, one for route 55 and
the other for route 57, the former dated February
1933, the latter November 1932. Both in good
condition, folded once. [2]
Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

4

5

6

Pair of Metropolitan Electric Tramways
(Underground Group) PANEL TIMETABLES dated
January 1933, one for routes 60, 66 & 64 and the
other for routes 62 & 30. Both in good condition,
folded once. [2]

Pair of London Transport bus stop enamel EPLATES for routes 111 Saturday and 315A Special
Journeys Only. Both in very good, ex-use
condition. [2]

London Underground 1938-Tube Stock enamel
CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Finchley Cen / Mill
Hill East on the Northern Line. The never-used
'Bushey Heath' is discernible under the latter
destination. A double-sided plate with brass ends.
In good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

7

8

9

London Underground enamel 'bullseye' STOCKNUMBER PLATE from 1938 tube stock driving
motor car 10180. These plates were fitted inside
the cars above the inter-connecting doors. In exuse condition with some damage to the enamel.
[1]

Selection (3) of London Overground fully flanged
ENAMEL SIGNS, each featuring the Overground
roundel, comprising 2 x directional with
downward-facing arrows and one for 'Platform 3'
with details of trains. All are 8" (20cm) deep, the
larger two are 31.5" (80cm) long, the smaller is
21.5" (55cm). All in excellent condition, just
minor blemishes. [3]

Quantity of London Transport POCKET MAPS
1920s-1970s comprising examples for Central
Buses, Trolleybuses & Trams, Country Buses,
Green Line Coaches, 'London', 'Welcome' etc.
Some are well-used, many are good to very good.
[79]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

10

11

12

Pair of BUS MIRRORS from the top of the stairs on
double-deck buses, the smaller of which is said to
be ex-Blue Bus lowbridge Daimler/Willowbrook
PRA 388, the other's origin is unknown. In good,
ex-use condition. [2]

London Underground enamel STATION SIGN from
Northwick Park on the Metropolitan Line. This is
the centre bar from a platform bullseye sign and
is probably one of the original signs from when
the station was named Northwick Park in 1937.
Measures 47" x 8.5" (120cm x 21cm) and is in
very good, ex-use condition. [1]

1930s-50s Borough of Hackney LONDON STREET
SIGN for Kenton Road, E9. An enamel sign with
bronze frame, measuring 32.5" x 16" (82cm x
41cm) and in good, ex-use condition with some
weathering and one chip to the face. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £170 to £200

Estimate: £100 to £140

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

13

14

15

A boxed set of London Underground RULE BOOKS
containing all 10 books plus contents and briefing
booklets. Undated but relatively recent, condition
excellent. Plus a quantity (17) of London
Transport Railways/London Underground internal
TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES & LEAFLETS dated
between 1978 & 2001, all in very good condition.
[boxed set + 17]

1960s/early 1970s Aldershot & District timetable
board enamel HEADER PLATE. Uses the later style
of company name. Measures 12.5" x 3.5" (32cm x
8cm) and is in very good, ex-use condition with
just one blemish at the bottom r/h corner. [1]

1911 London Underground POCKET MAP printed
by Johnson, Riddle & Co Ltd. This edition shows
the 3 separate Hammersmith stations, the CLR
extension to Liverpool St under construction and
the LBSCR lines to Crystal Palace. Ex-guidebook
example with the usual small cut-out at the
margin and subsequently re-folded. Opens out to
10.5" x 8" (27cm x 20cm). In good, lightly-used
condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £50 to £60
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

16

17

18

London
Transport
Routemaster BONNET
FLEETNUMBER PLATE ex RM 1633. The original
RM 1633 entered service at Cricklewood garage
in 1963 and the last to carry this number was
withdrawn at Clapton garage in 1987 and sent for
scrap. Comes with backing plate (bonnet flap)
and is in ex-use condition. [1]

London Underground 1938-Tube Stock enamel
CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Archway / Colindale
on the Northern Line. A double-sided plate with
brass ends. Cosmetic appearance is poor due to
residue of overpainting of replacement
destinations. Once this residue is removed, it will
be a good example with just one vertical loss of
enamel on each side. [1]

Set of 3 x 1938 London Underground CHARTS
'Initial Train Services, Distances and Running
Times on Extension Lines - Metropolitan &
Bakerloo, Northern, Central'. Each fold-out chart
has a coloured line diagram on one side, showing
trains per hour, and a distance chart on the other.
Subsequently abandoned extensions, eg Bushey
Heath, included. Contained in their original
envelope dated May 1938. In very good
condition. A most unusual item. [3 + envelope]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £50 to £60
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

19

20

21

London Transport bus items comprising a
GARAGE STENCIL PLATE for AB (Twickenham)
garage with RUNNING NUMBER 93, a Red Arrow
ROUTE DIAGRAM (ex-use, very worn), 3 x
Trolleybus DRAWINGS (4 wheel, 6 wheel,
overhead in Camden Road) plus c46 1970s LCBS
Green Line ROUTE LEAFLETS etc. [quantity]

Pair of London Transport coach stop enamel
Green Line E-PLATES for routes 705 and 715
destinated Guildford. Both in good ex-use
condition. [2]

London Underground NOTICE SIGN re Ongar
Branch Season Tickets (only available at Epping in
order to reduce costs). Part of the slimming down
of the branch line in the 1980s prior to eventual
closure. Would have been located at either North
Weald or Ongar station. An aluminium sign
measuring 25" x 40" (63cm x 102cm) in very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £140

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

22

23

24

Selection of London Underground quad-royal
POSTERS for the Ongar branch including closure
notices, fares, train times (all 1990s bar one from
1970) plus a smaller, black-edged 1981 poster re
the closure of Blake Hall station. In good to very
good condition. [8]

Quantity (20) of LCC Tramways POCKET MAPS
dated from 1921-1933, all different, plus a small
selection (4) of 1920s LCC Tramways LEAFLETS.
Mostly in lightly-used condition, a few are wellused. [24]

Large quantity of 1950s London Transport
trolleybus paper TIME CARDS for a considerable
variety of routes plus a quantity of non-routespecific examples. All are well duplicated. In
excellent, unused condition. [c250]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £70 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

25

26

27

Selection of BROCHURES for Almex Ticket
Machines, mainly 1970s, and covering the A, E, F,
M and other types. All different and in good to
very good condition. [12]

Selection of WW2-vintage London Underground
diagrammatic card POCKET MAPS by H C Beck
comprising issues No 1, 1943 coded 343 (2
copies) and 1945 coded 245 (3 copies). Condition
varies from well-used to very good. [5]

Selection of WW2-vintage London Underground
diagrammatic card POCKET MAPS comprising
issues No 1, 1940 (2 copies), No 2, 1940 (all by
Schleger) and No 2, 1941 (by Beck). Condition
varies from heavily-used to very good. [4]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

28

29

30

Selection of 1938-39 London Underground
diagrammatic card POCKET MAPS by Schleger
comprising issues No 2, 1938, No 1, 1939 and No
2, 1939 (2 copies). Condition varies from wellused to very good. [4]

Selection of 1937-38 London Underground
diagrammatic card POCKET MAPS comprising
issues No 1, 1937 (2 copies), No 1, 1938 (all by
Beck) and No 2, 1938 (by Schleger). Condition
varies from lightly-used to very good. [4]

Selection of 1936-37 London Underground
diagrammatic card POCKET MAPS by Beck
comprising issues No 1, 1936, No 2, 1936 (2
copies) and No 1, 1937. Lightly to well-used. [4]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

31

32

33

Selection of 1934-36 London Underground
diagrammatic card POCKET MAPS by Beck
comprising issues No 2, 1934, No 1, 1935 (2
copies) and No 1, 1936. Good to very good
condition. [4]

London Underground 1938-Tube Stock enamel
CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Edgware /
Kennington on the Northern Line. A double-sided
plate with brass ends. In very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

London Transport enamel compulsory BUS STOP
FLAG, an E3 'boat'-style example of 1990s
vintage, double-sided with space for 3 'E-stickers'
on each side. Measures 18" x 21" (46cm x 53cm)
and is in excellent, barely-used condition, almost
mint but for some very minor blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

34

35

36

Pair of WW2 London Transport Official's
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS of Central Area Buses
('Red Books') comprising the issues dated October
1944 and April 1945 from the short period when
mustard, rather than red, covers were used. Both
are in well-used but generally good condition
with many official amendments pasted in. Both
have a small loss to the front cover. [2]

Pair of London Underground POSTER MAPS from
1985 and 1989 respectively. Size: 34.5" x 24.5"
(88cm x 62cm). In very good condition. [2]

Quantity (30) of LGOC/London Transport Bus
POCKET MAPS dated from 1933-1939. All
different. Condition varies from used to very
good. [30]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £90 to £110
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

37

38

39

Quantity (22) of LGOC Bus POCKET MAPS dated
from 1931-1932. A complete, consecutive run for
those two years. Condition varies from used to
very good. [22]

1924 London Underground POCKET MAP of the
Electric Railways of London "What to see and
how to travel". June 1924 edition. In very good
condition, just light wear to the front cover. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £100 to £120

1950s/60s Aldershot & District enamel BUS STOP
FLAG. A fully-flanged, double-sided sign
measuring 12" x 12.5" (30cm x 32cm). In
excellent, ex-use condition with nothing more
than minor blemishes.
An unusually good
example. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

40

41

42

c1900 (estimated) railway MAP OF THE THAMES
VALLEY showing connections with the North of
London, the Waterloo & City Railway and
Omnibus Routes 'embraced' with the suburban
services of the London & South Western Railway.
Aligned vertically to the west. A most interesting
and unusual single-sided map, measuring 13" x
12" (33cm x 30cm). Light age-wear and creasing
but generally in very good condition. Two original
vertical folds. [1]

1836 "Smith's MAP of England & Wales,
containing the whole of the Turnpike Roads,
Rivers & Canals". The very early railways are also
shown and mentioned in the index but
presumably were not yet important enough to be
included in the title! Also shows distances from
London to every principal town and between
market towns. A superbly-detailed map, linenbacked and opening out from leathercloth covers
to 25" x 31" (63cm x 79cm). Minor wear and a
couple of small stains but generally very good. [1]

c1910-15 G W Bacon & Co Ltd SKETCH MAP OF
LONDON printed on soft linen, showing railways,
roads, theatre & churches. Undated but shows
Central London Railway still terminating at Bank.
Measures 22" (56cm) square and in very good
condition, barring a couple of small stains. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150
Estimate: £60 to £80
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Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

43

44

45

c1912 Richardson's MAP of South Eastern and
Central England. A high-quality, superblydetailed, linen-backed map inside cloth-bound
board covers with gilt title. Opens out, in two
parts, to 38.5" x 24" (98cm x 61cm) and shows
roads, railways, boroughs, populations etc and,
most unusually, the various speed limits in
different
counties/boroughs
(generally
5-10mph!). Undated but population figures
suggest post 1911 census. In very good condition.
[1]

Pair of London Transport coach stop enamel EPLATES for Eastern Counties Express Services and
Grey Green Coaches, both with the green
lettering used by LT for other operators. Both in
good, ex-use condition, the first is a little
weathered. [2]

Selection of London tram EPHEMERA comprising
1932 Metropolitan Electric Tramways 'Bye-Laws
and Regulations' BOOKLET, LCC & LT Tramways
POCKET MAPS from April 1916, November 1931
& May 1949 plus sundry LT POCKET MAPS for
various services 1930s-1960s. Mostly in lightlyused, good condition. [8]

Estimate: £100 to £120
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

46

47

48

A City of Westminster enamel STREET SIGN from
Cheval Place, SW7, just off the Brompton Road,
round the corner from Harrods. The 'Gothic'
script of the heading suggests a vintage of
c1950s. Measures 36" x 12" (92cm x 30cm), and
is in very good, ex-use condition. [1]

1970-on London Country Bus Services
INSPECTOR'S CAP BADGE, 1980s London Country
South-West
CONTROLLER'S
&
SENIOR
CONTROLLER'S CAP BADGES plus a 1980 Green
Line '50 Years' LAPEL PIN BADGE. All in very good
to excellent ex-use condition. [4]

1950s/60s London Transport ENAMEL SIGN
'Buses Only - No Entry for other Vehicles' with a
traditional bullseye logo at the foot. These signs
were situated at LT bus stations in both the
Central and Country Areas. A single-sided sign
measuring 17.5" x 31" (44cm x 78cm) and in very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £170 to £220

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

49

50

51

Quantity of 1937 London Transport Green Line
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS, all dated May 1937 and all
different. In good to very good condition. [22]

Selection of London Tram items ex one of the last
conductors comprising an LCC Tramways
Motorman CAP BADGE (well used but still good),
an LCC Tramways Regulator CAP BADGE (very
worn), a HORN as used to control single-line
working in fog, an LCC Tramways Acme
Thunderer WHISTLE (much used) and a set of unnumbered Last Tram Week TICKETS. Comes with
a 1966-dated letter of provenance. [4 items +
tickets and letter]

London Underground 38-Tube Stock enamel CAB
DESTINATION PLATE for Drayton Pk / [blank] on
the Northern City Line. Probably dates from the
1964-75 period when the station was the
northern terminus of the line. A double-sided
plate (blank on reverse) with brass ends. In very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Estimate: £70 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

52

53

54

1908 London Underground POSTCARD MAP
produced by Waterlow & Sons. Said to be the first
publication to feature the word 'UndergrounD' as
a logo. This version was for French visitors to the
Franco-British Exhibition and the reverse explains
the direct connection from the Liverpool Street
Hotel (Bishopsgate Station) to the Exhibition via
the Metropolitan Railway. A few stains on the
reverse, otherwise very good. [1]

Pair of London County Council (LCC) Tramways
POCKET MAPS & GUIDES TO CAR SERVICES
comprising the issues dated October and
November 1914. Both in very good condition, a
few slight stains. [2]

Selection of London Underground double-royal
POSTERS regarding engineering works, updates,
alterations,
temporary
closures,
safety,
Travelcards etc. Earliest dated 1972 but mainly
1990s. In good to very good condition, some have
been folded. [11]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

55

56

57

Selection of London Transport Routemaster front
REGISTRATION PLATES comprising WLT 380 (ex
RM 380) and 2 x CUV 122C (ex RM 2122). RM
2122 was sold to United Counties and then used
by various other operators before being bought
back by London Buses and given a Marshalls
refurb. It was last heard of in Russia. All in ex-use
condition. [3]

Two pairs of London Underground C-Stock
aluminium STOCK-NUMBER PLATES as fitted
above the inter-connecting doors inside the cars.
Comprises C69 Driving Motor Car 5566 and
Trailer 6566 plus C77 Driving Motor Car 5706 and
Trailer 6706. All in good, ex-use condition. [4]

Quantity of London Transport EPHEMERA incl
PRESS RELEASES (1960s-1980s), 1950s INTERNAL
REPORTS on accidents, delays, experimental
features etc, 1920s GUIDEBOOK 'London's
Country',
1930s-1990s
LEAFLETS,
UNDERGROUND TIMETABLE BOOKLETS, POCKET
MAPS plus a quantity (70) of Pamlin Prints
PHOTO POSTCARDS. In good to very good
condition. [Quantity]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

58

59

60

London bus driver's enamel PSV LICENCE BADGE
N 250 from the series issued from 1931-35.
Double-sided. A low number from this hard-tofind series, most of which were buried upon
withdrawal in order to avoid fraudulent use, and
this one bears the scars accordingly with edge
corrosion and losses. [1]

London Transport GIBSON TICKET MACHINE,
serial no 26725. An Alpha-Codes machine in
working order with correct box. Prints 'London
Transport' on tickets. [1]

Pair of London Transport bus stop enamel EPLATES for routes 39 Mon-Fri, Off Peak & Sunday
and 45 Mon-Fri, Peak Hours, Sat - Sun. In each
case, the Sunday service is depicted in red
lettering. Both in very good, ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £350 to £450
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

61

62

63

Selection
of
London
Transport
bus
garage/trolleybus depôt ALLOCATION STENCIL
PLATES for RL (Rye Lane) x 2, SW (Stockwell), U
(Upton Park), WN (Wood Green), WR (Windsor)
and V (Turnham Green). All in good, ex-use
condition. [7]

Original London Transport Gibson Ticket Machine
WEBBING HARNESS. In excellent, ex-use
condition with all buckles, clips and backing pad
present. [1]

Pair of c1927 'Stingemore' London Underground
MAPS, these being the less-common paper
issues. Undated but c1927. The reverse sides
show connections with the main-line termini. 6.5"
x 5" (16cm x 13cm). In lightly-used good to very
good condition. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

64

65

66

Large quantity (98) of LONDON TRANSPORT
MAGAZINES for the years 1962 and 1963
(complete), 1964 (May missing) and 1965-1969
(all years complete). Plus several complete sets of
the LONDON COUNTRY MAGAZINE issues 1-11,
1970-72 (31 copies) plus an original copy of the
1947 soft-cover BOOKLET 'London Transport
Carried On' by Charles Graves. All items in good,
used condition, some have corroded staples. [130
items]

Considerable quantity (61) of LONDON
TRANSPORT MAGAZINES for the years 1956 (OctDec), 1957 (complete), 1958 (June missing), 1959
(July missing) and 1960-61 (both years complete).
All in good, used condition with the usual
corroded staples. [61]

London Underground c1980s enamel PLATFORM
FRIEZE PANEL from St Paul's station on the
Central Line. Measures 60.5" x 10" (154cm x
25cm) and is in very good, ex-use condition. [1]
Estimate: £150 to £180

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

67

68

69

Bound volumes of London Transport TRAFFIC
CIRCULARS for Country Buses & Coaches for the
years 1947 and 1948. In excellent condition. [2]

London Transport enamel BUS & COACH STOP
FLAG (compulsory). A 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style,
E9-size, double-sided 'boat'-type flag complete
with runners for 9 e-plates on each side.
Measures 18" x 31" (46cm x 79cm), a few small
chips but generally in very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Pair of London Transport 1930s TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS of Buses, Coaches & Main Line Rlys
comprising North-East Area for August 1934 and
South-West Area for January 1936. In used but
generally good condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £170 to £220

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Estimate: £60 to £80

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

70

71

72

Selection of London Transport 1930s TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS of Buses, Coaches & Main Line Rlys
comprising South-East Area for May 1936,
Western Area for Jan-Mar 1937 and North-West
Area for May 1937. In used but generally good
condition, the last has a small loss to the cover.
[2]

London Underground 1938-Tube Stock enamel
CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Euston / Finsbury
Park on the Northern Line. A double-sided plate
with brass ends. In very good, ex-use condition.
[1]

c1920 London TUBE AND TRAMWAY MAP
produced by Martin, Hood & Larkin showing the
Underground lines in colours against a
background of an OS street map with postal
districts. Single-sided, opens out to 17" x 13"
(43cm x 33cm). In good, lightly-used condition.
An unusual item. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £90 to £120

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

73

74

75

London Underground enamel PLATFORM SIGN
from Hampstead station on the Northern Line.
This is a tunnel-side sign measuring 24" (61cm)
square with its accompanying, original alloy
frame and is slightly curved to fit against the
tunnel wall. In excellent condition, barely a mark.
[1 + frame]

1886 edition of Cook's HANDBOOK FOR LONDON
containing a fold-out copy of the District Railway
MINIATURE MAP OF LONDON, undated but
c1885, showing the completed Inner Circle line
and the Wimbledon extension as under
construction. The 118pp booklet is in good,
lightly-used condition and the map is excellent.
[1]

London Underground enamel PLATFORM
ROUNDEL SIGN from Oxford Circus station.
Measures 25" (64cm) square and comes with a
separate 4-piece aluminium frame which will
enable fixing to a wall. In very good, ex-use
condition with a couple of light scratch marks,
otherwise excellent. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Estimate: £250 to £300
Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

76

77

78

Selection of 3 x 1905 London TRAMWAY PLANS,
part of the Report of the Advisory Board, Royal
Commission on London Traffic, showing
suggested surface tramway routes in King's Road,
Chelsea and Fulham & Brompton Roads. Each
shows 3 strip maps with building frontages and
opens out to approx 20" x 13" (51cm x 33cm).
Minor wear but generally very good. Most
unusual items. [3]

Selection of 1899-1909 large FOLDERS of
TRAMWAY PLANS & SECTIONS comprising
Oldham Corporation 1889 & 1909 and Royston
Tramways 1900. These were prepared for the
Parliamentary sessions for consideration of the
applications. Each contains detailed street plans
of the proposed tramways. Covers are fragile and
damaged, the contents are generally good. [3]

c1940s/50s Thames Valley timetable panel
enamel HEADER PLATE. Measures 9" x 3" (23cm x
8cm) and is in very good, ex-use condition, just
minor blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

79

80

81

Considerable quantity of 1930s London Transport
Green Line TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated 1935-36
and all different. Generally in good to very good
condition. [47]

Complete, consecutive run of London Transport
MAGAZINES from the first issue, April 1947, to
the December 1948 issue. In good to very good
condition apart from the ususal corroded staples.
[21 issues]

1954 London Underground quad-royal POSTER
MAP designed by H C Beck. Shows the network in
its settled post-war state and utilises the wider
lines to allow for the line names to be shown on
them. Some small losses at the edges and
corners, a few small stains and a little agedarkened but nonetheless still a very reasonable
copy. Folded. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

82

83

84

Early 1950s Leyland Motors POSTER 'LEYLAND
SERVES LONDON'. A framed, original example of
this much reproduced classic image of London
RTW and RTL buses produced by Leyland to
advertise that they had broken into the London
market in a big way. The artist was 'J le B'. A
good-quality, professional frame so this may have
originally hung in a Leyland office or showroom.
33" x 23" (84cm x 59cm) with frame. In very good
condition. [1]

A very large fold-out MAP entitled 'Road
Transport Executive, Road Passenger Transport,
Northern Area'. Shows long-distance bus/coach
services over an area from Lancs/Yorks/Isle of
Man up to the border with Scotland. Map
produced by Geographia Ltd. Undated but
c1950s. Canvas backed, opens out to 80" x 70"
(203cm x 178cm) and in very good condition, a
few stains on the reverse. [1]

1919 London Underground MAP OF THE
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF LONDON 'What to See &
How
to
See
it'
with
print-code
209-500M-18-6-19. Has the black bullseye on the
cover and opens out in 8 panels to 14" x 11" (35 x
28cm). A horizontal fold parting for two panels
but otherwise a good copy. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £50 to £60
Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

85

86

87

Selection of London Underground enamel
GROUND SIGNAL IDENTIFICATION PLATES.
Measure approx 12" x 5" (30cm x 12cm). All
different and in very good, ex-use condition. [5]

1926 POCKET MAP for service 526D North
Finchley to Wandsworth Bridge issued by the
West
London
Association
('London's
Independents') plus a small selection of LGOC
pocket maps comprising the undated (June) and
December 1921 issues and the April, June and
undated (August) 1922 issues. All in good to very
good condition. [6]

London Underground enamel STATION SIGN from
Roding Valley on the Hainault Loop of the Central
Line. This is the centre bar from a platform
bullseye sign and probably dates from its opening
as an Underground station in 1948. Measures 59"
x 10.5" (150cm x 27cm) and is in ex-use condition
with some weathering and edge-damage to the
enamel. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £90 to £120

Estimate: £70 to £90

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

88

89

90

London Underground items comprising 2 x CAB
DESTINATION PLATES, one Drayton Pk/blank
(good condition) and the other Edgware
Rd/Plaistow (corrosion & loss at one end, incl
brass end-piece) plus a plastic PANEL 'Kilburn'
from a 'next train' train describer on a station
platform (good condition). [3]

1960s London Transport enamel BUS & RED
ARROW STOP FLAG, for standard bus services and
Red Arrows on a combined basis. Until around
1972, the limited-stop Red Arrows featured a
separate design with a black background. A
double-sided, hollow, 'boat'-style flag measuring
18" x 16" (46cm x 41cm) and in good, ex-use
condition with minor blemishes. [1]

London Transport 'T - TROLLEYBUS' SIGN of the
type affixed to all London trolleybuses at the
front and rear (originally on the nearside) from
c1935-1962. This original transfer has been nicely
mounted and framed behind glass. In very good
condition. [1]
Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

91

92

93

Pair of LT/BR railway GUARD'S 3-ASPECT
HANDLAMPS, the first embossed 'LT' and the
other BR (E). In ex-use condition. [2]

A fold-out MAP of England & Wales, c. early
1950s, entitled 'Local Accessibility - The
hinterland of towns and other centres as
determined by an analysis of bus services'.
Produced by the Ministry of Housing & Local
Government from information provided by bus
operators etc and published by the Ordnance
Survey. Undated but refers to bus services
1947/48 and population data 1951. Folds out to
42" x 33" (107cm x 84cm) and in very good
condition. [1]

c1928/9 London Underground linen-card POCKET
MAP from the Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is one of the two first issues of the
larger, second series and is the one with the
yellow cover. These were issued before any of the
line extensions were projected. Light storage
marks but generally an excellent copy. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

94

95

96

Selection of 1970s London Underground enamelon-chrome CAP BADGES comprising Station
Foreman,
with
griffins,
Motorman,
Guard/Railman and Road Trainer. All in excellent
condition. [4]

Selection of London Transport bus stop enamel EPLATES, all in the 3xx series from LT's northern
Country Area. All different and in varying ex-use
condition. [11]

Officially bound volume of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS (Central Road Services) for
the year 1957, Volume 38, 1-27. In very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £90 to £110

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

97

98

99

A London STREET SIGN for Oxford Square, W2,
Nos 17 to 31. Oxford Square is in Bayswater, to
the west of Edgware Road. A cast alloy sign with
raised lettering and measuring 32" z 17.5" (81cm
x 44cm). In ex-use condition with some stains and
graffiti. [1]

Small selection of London Underground brass
PRESSURE GAUGES, three of which are pre-LT
and marked 'LER', 'LE Ry' and 'District Railway'
respectively, the other is marked 'LT'. In very
good cosmetic condition, rather dusty. [4]

Edmondson TICKET DATING MACHINE (poor
condition, for restoration) with a wooden box of
type plus a selection of small NUMBERED TILES,
origin unknown plus various cast-iron LETTERS &
NUMBERS, all in used condition. [quantity]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

100

101

102

1919 London Underground MAP OF THE
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF LONDON 'What to See &
How
to
See
it'
with
print-code
395-500M-2-10-19. Has the red bullseye on the
cover and opens out in 8 panels to 13.7" x 10.9"
(34 x 28cm). An excellent copy, a trace of
adhesive at the spine and the usual agedarkening of the paper but still crisp and firm. [1]

Year-set
of
Underground
Group/London
Transport TOT MAGAZINES for 1933, January to
December (the last issue). TOT was superseded
by Pennyfare the following year. In good to very
good condition. [12]

London Underground 1938-Tube Stock enamel
CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Golders Green /
Hampstead on the Northern Line. A double-sided
plate with brass ends. In very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

103

104

105

Pair of London General Omnibus Company
(LGOC) POCKET MAPS & GUIDES comprising the
issues dated July 1913 (some fold-partings) and
March 1914 (very good condition). [2]

c1960s London Underground fully-flanged
ENAMEL SIGN 'Please obtain your parking tickets
from the ticket office' with a traditional LT
bullseye. Measures 30" x 15" (76cm x 38cm) and
is in very good condition with a few small
blemishes at the edges and some abrasion to the
bar of the bullseye. [1]

1960s/70s London Borough of Islington STREET
SIGN for Seward Street, EC1 which is in
Clerkenwell, off Goswell Road. A cast alloy sign
with raised lettering, measuring 30" x 14" (76cm
x 36cm) and in ex-use condition with some
marks. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £120 to £150
Estimate: £120 to £150

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

106

107

108

Small selection of London Underground POCKETS
MAPS comprising H C Beck diagrammatic card
maps No 2, 1936 (very good, few foxing spots)
and Number 1, 1943 (lightly-used, good) and a
pocket Railway Map, Number 1, 1937 (lightlyused, good). [3]

Pair of London Transport bus stop enamel EPLATES for route 1 Aldershot & District and
Thames Valley Service B, both with the green
lettering used by LT for other operators. Both in
very good, ex-use condition. [2]

London Transport Tramways card FARECHART
dated April 1949 for routes 72 and 74 from
Victoria Embankment to Beresford Square and
Downham or Grove Park respectively. A doublesided chart in good, ex-use condition with a few
marks. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

109

110

111

Selection of London Underground LINE
DIAGRAMS as fitted inside the cars. These are the
paper type and comprise Bakerloo Line (undated
but c.mid-1980s), Central Line dated 1975 and
Metropolitan Line, East London Section (undated
but c.1970s). Unused and generally in good to
very good condition. [3]

Selection of London Underground & Docklands
Light Railway LINE DIAGRAMS as fitted inside the
cars. These are the vinyl type and comprise
Victoria Line dated 1985, Metropolitan Line
(undated but 1980s) and 2 x DLR (undated but
show the first lines only, so 1987-90). Unused and
generally in good condition. [4]

Selection of London Underground double-royal
POSTERS in connection with the closure of the
Aldwych branch (x 3) and the closure of
Shoreditch station. Date 1993/4 and all different.
In good condition, some have been folded. [4]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

112

113

114

c1910 Evening News LONDON TUBE MAP &
GUIDE. Produced by George Philip & Sons and
features a unique cover design of tunnel
segments, one for each tube line (the sub-surface
Underground lines are given equal status on the
map!). Folds out from card covers to 23.5" x 19.5"
(60cm x 50cm) and has a tramways map on the
reverse. Light wear to the covers, the map is in
excellent condition. [1]

London Underground enamel STOCK-NUMBER
PLATE from R-Stock Non-Driving Motor Car
23436. These plates were located inside the car,
above the inter-communicating door. In
excellent, ex-use condition. [1]

Quantity (30) of Underground Group & London
Transport HOLIDAY LEAFLETS (Easter, Christmas
etc) dated from 1925-1937 plus a small selection
(7) of sundry Underground Group/London
Transport LEAFLETS etc. All different. Condition
varies from used to good. [37]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £90 to £110

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

115

116

117

Selection of Ribble Motor Services TIMETABLE
BOOKLETS comprising Express & Limited Stop
1937, National Emergency East Lancs 1944,
Cumberland etc 1950/51 and Jun-Sep 1951, East
Lancs 1960/61 (staff copy), Express 1964/65,
South Lancashire 1967 and Central Lancashire
1967/68. In lightly-used to very good condition.
[8]

1936 Ribble Motor Services double-crown
POSTER for 7-day coach tours from Liverpool
'through nine famous shires' to Devon & Cornwall
incl Land's End. Features a wonderful illustration
by an unknown artist of a Leyland(?) coach.
Measures 19" x 29.5" (48cm x 75cm). Has been
folded, some small edge nicks, punch-holes at the
bottom edge but generally very good. [1]

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 711 destinated Sutton, Oxford
Circus, High Wycombe. This would have been
situated on the southernmost section of the
route, quite possibly in Reigate. Slightly
weathered from a long period in situ but
generally in good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

118

119

120

London Transport Buses OFFICIAL'S PLATE as
issued to senior officers for identification
purposes when in plain clothes. The design of
these plates goes back, relatively unchanged, to
the 1920s and a version is still in use today. This is
the 1970s issue in chrome and enamel and has
the usual clip on the reverse for fitting to the
breast pocket or buttonhole. In excellent
condition. [1]

TfL-Rail PLATFORM ROUNDEL SIGN from Forest
Gate station on the line from Liverpool Street to
Shenfield taken over by TfL in 2015 and to
become part of the Elizabeth Line in 2019.
Aluminium surfaces over plastic interior.
Measures 37" (94cm) square and in good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Selection of miscellaneous London Transport
EPHEMERA & MEMORABILIA including Country
RT radiator badge, train controller key, guard's
control panel pilot-light lens, bus, tram and
Underground tickets, small enamel sign 'Bonus',
slice of Metrpolitan Line rail with authenticity
certificate, fares poster and 1946 Report of
Railway (London Plan) Committee. All in good
condition. [quantity]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

121

122

123

1939 London Underground diagrammatic, card
POCKET MAP designed by Hans Schleger (aka
'Zero') who produced a short series from 1938-41
before responsibility was handed back to Beck.
This is issue No 1, 1939 and is good condition
with a trace of adhesive/stain on the spine where
it was once tipped into a guidebook. [1]

London Underground enamel STOCK-NUMBER
PLATE from 1938-Tube Stock Driving Motor Car
11242. These plates were located inside, at the
end of each car above the inter-communicating
door. In good, ex-use condition, some splashes of
bronze paint (easily removed, if wished) from the
re-painting of the grille behind the plate upon car
overhaul. [1]

WW2 (1942) Ribble Motor Services Ltd doublecrown POSTER regarding suspended & curtailed
express services plus a selection (12) of 1942 (bar
one which is 1936) Ribble SLIP POSTERS (24.5" x
5" - 62cm x 12cm) regarding service alterations.
Posters have some storage damage such as small
losses, nicks, punch-holes and fold-partings in the
large one. [13]

Estimate: £80 to £90

Estimate: £80 to £90

Estimate: £70 to £90

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

124

125

126

Selection of London Transport bus garage
ALLOCATION STENCIL PLATES for AV Hounslow),
G (Forest Gate), HH (Hemel Hempstead), MA
(Amersham), MH (Muswell Hill), N (Norwood),
ON (Alperton) and RE (Romford, London Road).
All in good, ex-use condition. [8]

c1908 tin-plate MATCHBOX HOLDER featuring an
UNDERGROUND MAP on one side similar to the
style used by Johnson, Riddle on contemporary
official pocket maps. Produced for King's Acre
Nurseries, Hereford and shows a Marie Verdier
rose on the reverse. Well used with some stains
and a small area of damage. A most unusual item.
[1]

Quantity (22) of LGOC Bus POCKET MAPS dated
from 1929-1930. A complete, consecutive run for
those two years. Condition varies from used to
very good. [22]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

127

128

129

Quantity (22) of LGOC Bus POCKET MAPS dated
from 1927-1928. A complete, consecutive run for
those two years plus one duplicate. Condition
varies from used to very good. [22]

London Underground items comprising an AIR
GAUGE, brass-framed, believed to be ex 38 Tube
Stock, a small ENAMEL SIGN 'Signal Dept S 521', a
BRASS PLATE 'British Thompson-Houston, Master
Controller', believed to be ex 59/62/A-Stock and
various small plates ex rolling stock. Items in
good/very good, ex-use condition. [7]

An Ultimate 2-roll TICKET MACHINE complete
with original leather strap and 4 unused ticket
rolls from Ipswich Borough Transport. Appears to
be in working order. [Machine + ticket rolls]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

130

131

132

A pre-decimal TIM TICKET MACHINE ex Glasgow
Corporation Transport, complete with leather
strap and blind-hole punch plus original box with
2 spare ticket rolls. Machine & punch are both
numbered 'E 80' and appear to be in working
order. [Machine, punch, rolls & box]

1909 Borough of Eastbourne TIMETABLE
BOOKLET "Motor 'Bus Time Tables" for Summer
Service 1909 plus a later Eastbourne Corporation
Transport ROUTE MAP & TIME TABLE dated
September 1963. Both in good, lightly-used
condition, the former has a very small loss to the
cover. [2]

1925 Thames Valley Traction Co Ltd TIMETABLE
BOOKLET 'Official Motor Omnibus Time Table,
Oct 1st - Dec 31st, 1925' plus a TIMETABLE &
GUIDE BOOKLET, c. late 1920s, for Ensign Motor
Coaches of Harrow, London coach service to
Llandrindod Wells & Aberystwyth 'leaving daily
from London Terminal Coach Station, Clapham
Road'. Both in very good condition, the latter has
corroded staples. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

133

134

135

1928 London Underground MAP of the Electric
Railways of London "What to see and how to
travel". December (12/1928) edition designed by
E G Perman with elaborate calligraphy of station
names and border etc. In very good condition,
just a few light foxing marks. [1]

Pair of London Transport coach stop enamel EPLATES for Green Line route 716. Both in
excellent, ex-use condition. [2]

Quantity (3 boxes) of London bus & trolleybus
6x4 PHOTOGRAPHS from the 1950s-70s
comprising c100 b&w of trolleybuses, c100 b&w
of buses - RT, RTL, RTW, RF, GS, RLH, RW,
Routemaster - and c100 colour of buses - RT, RTL,
RF, RLH, T, TD, Routemaster etc. Generally good
quality pictures by a range of photographers.
[c300]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £100 to £120

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

136

137

138

Quantity (3 boxes) of London bus ORIGINAL
35mm COLOUR SLIDES (copyright included) from
the 1970s, mainly RT type plus a few
Routemasters & others. Mostly Agfacolour or
Kodachrome, a few other makes. Buses are all in
service and quality is generally of a good
standard. [c130]

Quantity of 1930s London Transport Green Line
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated 1933-34 and all
different. This set covers routes A to M. Generally
in good to very good condition. [30]

Quantity of 1930s London Transport Green Line
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated 1933-34 and all
different. This set covers routes M to Z. Generally
in good to very good condition. [30]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

139

140

141

1924 London Underground GUIDEBOOK 'London
Guide No 3' containing a separate (enclosed in a
fixed envelope) UNDERGROUND MAP believed to
have been unique to these guides. Printed on thin
paper and opening out to 17.5" x 14" (45cm x
36cm), the map is single-coloured and shows the
British Empire Exhibition and the Charing Cross
link and Morden extensions as under
construction. In good, used condition, small stains
on the map. [1]

London Underground small ENAMEL SIGN with
track diagram Old Street to Euston (City) NB
believed to be from a current isolator switch
cabinet. Features Tube Lines logo so likely to date
from the early 2000s. Measures 13" x 10" (33cm x
25cm). A most unusual and interesting item, one
of 3 in this sale. In very good, ex-use condition.
[1]

London Underground small ENAMEL SIGN with
track diagram Chiswick Park to Ravenscourt Park
EB fast, believed to be from a current isolator
switch cabinet. Features Tube Lines logo so likely
to date from the early 2000s. Measures 13" x 10"
(33cm x 25cm). A most unusual and interesting
item, one of 3 in this sale. In very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £170 to £200

Estimate: £60 to £80

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

142

143

144

London Underground small ENAMEL SIGN with
track diagram Northfields to Acton Town EB fast,
believed to be from a current isolator switch
cabinet. Features Tube Lines logo so likely to date
from the early 2000s. Measures 13" x 10" (33cm x
25cm). A most unusual and interesting item, one
of 3 in this sale. In very good, ex-use condition.
[1]

London Underground 1938-Tube Stock enamel
CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Elstree / Special on
the Northern Line. A double-sided plate with
brass ends. In good, ex-use condition. [1]

Pair of Metropolitan Railway POCKET MAPS of
London (the Met's version of the Underground
map) comprising the issue with pale blue cover
coded M805/100M (c1926-7) and the issue with
green cover coded M.1494/100M (c1931,
Stanmore branch under construction). Both are in
used condition with some fold tears. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

145

146

147

Selection of London Transport bus SLIPBOARD
POSTERS for RT-type (19) and Routemaster-type
(9), both have some duplicates, plus various (18)
PANEL POSTERS and DESTINATION BLIND
INSERTS dating from the 1930s on. All in good to
very good condition, some have minor storage
damage. [46]

London Country Bus Services BUS GARAGE SIGN
in the form of the company's winged motif which
was introduced in 1970 to replace the London
Transport bullseye signs at Country bus garages.
Made of perspex and designed to be back-lit, it
measures 59" x 30" at maximum. In good, ex-use
condition with a few scratches and a wellrepaired crack. Most unusual. [1]

Selection of Thames Valley Traction Co Ltd
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS comprising issues dated
Jan-May 1934 & Summer 1950 plus issues for
Maidenhead and Reading Areas, both 1943, plus
Reading Corporation Transport TIMETABLE
LEAFLETS for trolleybuses dated 1942 & 1943 and
for buses & trolleybuses dated 1940. All in
varying states of used condition. [7]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

148

149

150

Selection of sets of London Underground metal
RUNNING NUMBER PLATES of various types and
vintages, each set on a ring and showing either
1-9 or 1-7. These were located in sets of 3 inside
the driver's cab in order to show the train
number. In good, ex-use condition and contained
in a CANVAS SACK marked 'Neasden', believed to
be for collecting and returning used tickets. [8
sets + bag]

Set of London Underground enamel STOCKNUMBER PLATES from a 4-car unit of 1962-Tube
Stock comprising Driving Motor Cars 1578 &
1579, Trailer 2578 and Non-Driving Motor Car
9579. These plates were located inside the end of
each car above the inter-communicating door. In
good, ex-use condition. [4]

Bell Punch TICKET PUNCH as used in London, all
over the country and worldwide from the 1890s
onwards. Machine no 68848, original operator
unknown. Comes with original back-plate from
the Bell Punch company. In very good, ex-use
condition - punches and rings as it should. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £140

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £50 to £60

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

151

152

153

Selection
of
London
Transport
bus
garage/trolleybus depôt ALLOCATION STENCIL
PLATES for BW (Bow), N (Norwood), RE (Romford,
London Road), RL (Rye Lane), S (Shepherds Bush),
SW (Stockwell), UX (Uxbridge) and V (Turnham
Green). All in good, ex-use condition. [8]

Selection of bus TIMETABLE BOOKLETS
comprising Birch Bros 1965, Westcliff-on-Sea
1952, Barton 1959 and 1966, Eastern Counties
Eastern Area 1964 and 1967, Midland Red,
Birmingham Area 1961, Western National,
Wiltshire 1964, Devon 1976, Associated
Motorways 1959, Devon General 1966 and
Southern National 1967. In lightly-used to very
good condition. [12]

Pair of London Transport enamel BOARDING
POINT BUS STOP FLAGS as located at Country
Area bus stations, the first a 1940s/50s example
consisting of two enamel plates in a bronze frame
'Boarding Point 3', complete with e-plate runners,
and the second a 1960s version, a hollow,
double-sided 'boat'-style sign '1', runners missing.
Both measure 18" x 32" (46cm x 81cm) and are in
very good, ex-use condition. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

154

155

156

1924/5 London Underground MAP of the Electric
Railways of London "What to see and how to
travel". Winter 1924/25 (November 1924)
edition. In very good condition, just a couple of
small corner-partings. [1]

1934 London Transport BOOKLET 'Pleasure
Parties, School Outings' with attractive covers
illustrated by Arnrid Johnston (1895-1972),
female artist, born in Sweden, who designed for
LT from 1930-35. Small rubber stamp on cover,
otherwise very good. Plus a c1915-1920 Port of
London Authority BOOKLET WITH FOLD-OUT
MAP 'Souvenir of an Excursion on the River
Thames from London to Teddington'. Picture
shows only part of the map. Foxing stains to
cover, contents very good. [2]

London Transport RT bus BODYBUILDER'S PLATE
for Saunders Engineering and Shipyard Ltd from
one of the 300 RT-type AEC Regents with bodies
built by this firm in 1948-51. In very good exvehicle condition, an excellent example. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

157

158

159

London Transport RT bus BODYBUILDER'S PLATE
for Cravens Carriage & Wagon Co Ltd, Sheffield
from one of the 120 RT-type AEC Regents with
bodies by this firm built in 1948-50. A scarce
version. In good, ex-vehicle condition. [1]

London Transport RTW-bus BODYBUILDER'S
PLATE for Leyland Motors Ltd from one of the
500 RTW-type Leyland 6RTs with bodies built by
this firm in 1949-50. A rarely-seen plate in very
good, ex-use condition, an excellent example. [1]

A WW2 London Transport cotton FLAG 'Air Raid
Shelter' with the LT bullseye. Presumably issued
to wardens to display appropriately when the
warnings sounded. Measures 33" x 18" (84cm x
46cm) and in good, ex-use condition - very dusty.
[1]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Estimate: £120 to £160
Estimate: £90 to £110

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

160

161

162

Selection of BROCHURES AND LEAFLETS for
London bus types from the 1940s-80s covering
RT, RF, RM and later types, including 2nd-hand
sales. Includes a fascinating full-colour picture
from c1930 of an ST-type. All in good to very
good condition. [8]

London Underground 1938-Tube Stock enamel
CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Archway / Colindale
on the Northern Line. A double-sided plate with
brass ends. In generally good, ex-use condition, a
few scratches. [1]

Selection of London Transport bus stop, enamel
E-PLATES comprising routes 4 Mon-Sat, 7, 23
Mon-Fri Peak Hours, 23 Weekday, 26 Mon-Sat
and 61 Fare Stage. All in ex-use condition, mostly
good to very good. [6]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

163

164

165

Selection of London Transport bus stop, enamel
E-PLATES comprising routes 69, 122, 124 Mon-Fri
Rush Hours, 141A Saturday, 178 and 180 MonSat. All in ex-use condition, mostly good to very
good. [6]

Selection of London Transport bus stop, enamel
E-PLATES comprising routes 185, 192, 227, 295
Mon-Sat, 348 and 380. All in ex-use condition,
mostly good to very good. [6]

Selection of London Transport bus stop, enamel
E-PLATES comprising routes 301 Fare Stage, 352,
385A and 441. All in ex-use condition, mostly
good to very good. [4]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

166

167

168

The "District" [Railway] MAP of Greater London &
Environs, 2nd edition, undated but c1908 (shows
Franco-British Exhibition). A large-scale, fullcolour map (42" x 26", 107cm x 66cm), linenbacked and folded into hard covers. Bakerloo,
Hampstead & Piccadilly tubes shown in bold,
non-Group tubes, eg Central and C&SLR, not
highlighted! Map is in good condition, covers
worn and partly detached, original owner's name
on cover. [1]

Selection of London Transport Country Area
Buses Officials' TIMETABLE BOOKLETS comprising
North-West Area Aug 1944, South-West Area
May 1946, North-West Area Oct 1946 (incl
Alterations booklet no 1) & North-West District
June 1947 plus 4 issues dated October 1952
comprising North-West, South, South-East &
South-West Districts. Generally in good to very
good, lightly-used condition. [8]

A MAP of the 'Amersham & District [bus] Routes
as at 24.11.33' produced by F H Stingemore and
initialled and dated by him 18.6.35. Shows the
numbered and coloured routes superimposed on
an OS 1" Watford area map. Very neatly and
expertly produced, as would be expected of Mr
Stingemore. Map is on stiff paper, opens out to
32.5" x 24" (82cm x 63cm) and is in generally very
good condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £120

Estimate: £40 to £50

Estimate: £40 to £50

Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £80 to £100

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

169

170

171

A City of London STREET SIGN from Mitre Street,
EC3, a short thoroughfare off Aldgate in London's
financial district and the scene in 1888 of one of
'Jack the Ripper's' murders. An opal glass sign in
its original aluminium frame, measuring 27" x 12"
(69cm x 31cm), we estimate it to date from the
1950s or perhaps a little earlier. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

British Railways TIM TICKET MACHINE, serial no
W 30, with original box. Machine produces tickets
OK but needs re-inking. 1966-dated tickets in the
box, produced by machine no 30, show 'British
Rlwys...Swansea (High St)...No of Pkges' so
presumably machine was used to issue tickets for
parcels or left luggage. A most unusual item. [1]

1934 London Underground 'Railways of London'
POCKET MAP. An early H C Beck diagrammatic
card map with print reference 34-1945 350M and
showing the escalator connection between Bank
and Monument stations. In excellent, unmarked
condition, crisp & firm. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £350

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

172

173

174

London Underground enamel PLATFORM
ROUNDEL SIGN from Bank station. Measures 25"
(64cm) square and is in very good, ex-use
condition with just a very small curl at one corner,
otherwise excellent. [1]

Selection of 1875-1909 INTERNAL POSTERS,
NOTICES, SIGNAL DIAGRAMS etc from the
Metropolitan,
District
Metropolitan
and
Whitechapel & Bow Railways. Subjects include
Instructions for Block Working Inner Circle &
Widened Lines, Bishopsgate Signal Box, Opening
of New Junction Line with GER. Plus a 1912
Examination Pass Certificate in Electric Train
Equipment. Condition varies from somewhat
fragile to good. [9]

Selection of architects' drawings, plans and
elevations for the Great Northern & City Railway's
Essex Road station. Mostly dated 1902 and would
have been used for the planning approval
process. Includes floor plans, street-view
elevations etc, some in colour. Some wear but
mostly in good condition. [8]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Estimate: £250 to £350

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

175

176

177

East Surrey Traction Co Ltd POCKET TIMETABLE of
Bus Routes, Winter Service (first issue) 1931
(7/10/31), the last East Surrey issue, and London
General Country Services POCKET TIMETABLE of
Omnibus & Coach Services, Southern Division,
Summer 1932 (1-6-32). Both in good, used
condition with some creasing, the red colour of
the covers has bled a little into the first few
pages. [2]

London General Country Services POCKET
TIMETABLE of Omnibus & Coach Services,
Southern Division dated 1.7.33, issued by the
LPTB (used but good condition, a little creased)
and LGCS-format POCKET TIMETABLE of Green
Line Coach Services dated 25-10-33 and titled
'London Transport' (very good condition). [2]

Loose-bound volumes of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for Central Road Services (=
Central Buses) for the years 1954-1957 inclusive.
Complete runs for each year. In very good
condition. [4 year-volumes, 105 issues]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

178

179

180

Small selection of London Transport trolleybus
depôt ALLOCATION STENCIL PLATES from Bow
(BW), Clapton (CT) and Fulwell (FW) depôts. In
good, ex-use condition. [3]

Small selection of London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATES comprising Red Arrow routes
500 Mon-Sat and 507 Mon-Sat plus route 616
Mon-Fri Peak Hours Express. All are finished in
the blue background used by LT for limited-stop
services and are in excellent, ex-use condition. [3]

Pair of 'Stingemore' London Underground linencard POCKET MAPS comprising the 1928/29
edition with a yellow cover and the c1931 edition
with a blue cover. Both are in well-used
condition, the first particularly so with some
creasing. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

181

182

183

Selection of pre-WW2 London Transport GREEN
LINE COACH GUIDE booklets comprising issues No
1, 1936, No 2, 1936, Number 1, 1937 and
Number 2, 1938. All bar the second retain the
fold-out map. All in used condition but generally
good. [4]

An enamel DIRECTIONAL STREET SIGN for
Loughton Underground station. Produced by the
local authority and incorporating the correctlyproportioned LT roundel. Likely to date from the
1970s. A single-sided, fully-flanged sign
measuring 43" x 13" (109cm x 33cm) and in very
good ex-use condition with just a few small chips
to the face. [1]

1950s Southdown Motors Services fibreglass
VEHICLE BADGE as fitted to the front of the
company's single-deckers eg Tiger Cub, Beadle,
Royal Tiger etc. Measures 15" x 8" (38cm x 20cm)
and is in very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

184

185

186

London Transport enamel BUS STOP FLAG
(compulsory). A 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style, E9size, double-sided 'boat'-type flag complete with
runners for 9 e-plates on each side (one runner is
a little bent but can be easily straightened).
Measures 18" x 31" (46cm x 79cm) and is in very
good, ex-use condition with a good shine and just
a few small chips and blemishes. [1]

London Tram & Trolleybus Conductor's
METROPOLITAN STAGE CARRIAGE BADGE T
18984. Equivalent to PSV licence badges, these
were issued from 1935-1962 for electric traction
in the capital. In good, ex-use condition with
lettering at edge still clear. [1]

1977 London Underground quad-royal POSTER
MAP designed by Paul Garbutt. Now shows BR's
North London line as well as the first section of
the 'Fleet' Line (today's Jubilee Line) under
construction. The Piccadilly Line extension to
Heathrow Central shown as opening 'late 1977'. A
little darkening from U/V exposure towards the
right-hand edge, otherwise generally very good.
[1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £190 to £220
Estimate: £150 to £200

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

187

188

189

1930s Eastern National double-crown (20" x 30" 51cm x 36cm) POSTER 'London East Coast
Express Services' with a map of the routes and an
illustration of a single-decker coach by a rural
church with a 'yokel' looking on. Has previously
been folded, some small stains and edge-nicks
but generally still good. [1]

Selection of 17 early 1930s Southdown Motor
Services COACH SERVICE LEAFLETS dated
1930-33. All appear to be different, condition
used to good. Plus 4 x 1939 Brighton, Hove &
District ROUTE ALTERATION LEAFLETS, including
last trams, condition well-used with edge-losses
to good. [21]

Pair of Southdown Motor Services DESTINATION
BOARDS as fitted to the front of coaches in the
1950s/60s (and possibly earlier too). Doublesided wooden boards, one reads Bognor
Regis/Selsey
Bill
and
the
other
Chichester/Swanage & Corfe Castle. In good,
well-used condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

190

191

192

Southdown Motors Services 'Setright Speed'
TICKET MACHINE complete with original box and
spare rolls. In working order but requires reinking. [1 set]

London Underground 38-Tube Stock enamel CAB
DESTINATION PLATE for Bushey Heath (never
used) / Finchley Cen on the Northern Line. A
double-sided plate with brass ends. In very good,
ex-use condition. [1]

Special edition, c1965, of the London
Underground POCKET DIAGRAMMATIC MAP, a
paper version produced for distribution to
arriving passengers at the British European
Airways (BEA) West London Air Terminal in
Cromwell Road with walking directions to
Gloucester Road station. A most unusual item. In
excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £70

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

193

194

195

Special edition of the 1966 London Underground
POCKET DIAGRAMMATIC MAP, a paper version
produced for the World Cup with 'World Cup
Willie' on the cover and how to get to Wembley
and White City Stadia on the reverse. A few pin
holes and minor ageing but generally good. [1]

Very large quantity of London Transport bus stop
PANEL TIMETABLES from the 1970s/80s/90s.
Completely unsorted, a huge variety of routes,
some duplication noted. All unused. [1,000+]

London
Underground 1950s/60s enamel
PLATFORM FRIEZE PANEL from the Piccadilly Line
platforms at Leicester Square station. Measures
73" x 9.5" (185cm x 24cm) and is in very good, exuse condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £170 to £220

Estimate: £60 to £70

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

196

197

198

1910 BOOK 'Abstract of Laws relating to
Proprietors, Drivers & Conductors of Public
Carriages within the Metropolitan Police District
and the City of London and its Liberties'. 495pp
stiff-cover book with 1914 insert of additional
Order. In very good condition, just a little agedarkening in places. [1]

London Transport enamel SIGN 'Travel Enquiries'.
A double-sided, flanged sign complete with
original mounting bracket. Likely to have been
attached to a lamp-post. Measures 20" x 10.5"
(51cm x 27cm) and in very good, ex-use condition
with a couple of chips at the edge on one side. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £90 to £110

1923 London Underground MAP of the Electric
Railways of London "What to see and how to
travel". Designed by MacDonald Gill with his
distinctive style of calligraphy and map border,
this is the issue dated 1/1/23 and the version
thereof which shows the British Empire Exhibition
stations with red dots. Generally a very good
copy, light staining on the front cover and a few
foxing spots on the rear cover. [1]
Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

199

200

201

A City of Westminster enamel STREET SIGN from
Millbank, SW1 which runs alongside the Thames
down from the Houses of Parliament and has
from time to time accommodated the HQs of
Britain's major political parties. The 'Gothic' script
of the heading suggests a vintage of c1950s.
Measures 36" x 12" (92cm x 30cm), and is in very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

1932 London Underground linen-card POCKET
MAP from the Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is the last issue (the final pre-Beck
Underground map) with mustard cover and
showing all the line extensions completed with
opening dates on the reverse. A faint pencilled
date on the cover but otherwise in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Estimate: £100 to £120

Selection of London Transport UNDERGROUND
PANEL POSTERS/CARRIAGE CARDS incl 1958 'To
Town Tonight' by Galbraith (paper), 1937
'Seasons Save Time/Money' by O'Keefe, 1967 '60
Years of the Northern', 1937 'Lost Property Office'
& 'Luggage may be placed here' (all on card) + a
1955 Booking Hall CARD NOTICE re Tickets + a
1939 Country Buses CARD NOTICE for a Parcel
Service Agent. Condition generally good to very
good, a couple of the card posters have damp
stains. [7]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:
202

1947 Southern Railway double-royal POSTER
'Bude' by Sir Herbert Alker Tripp CBE
(1883-1954). Depicts a sandy bay with beachgoers and showery clouds over the sea. Backed
onto linen, some light creasing apparent from
before backing, otherwise very good. [1]
Estimate: £550 to £650

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

203

204

205

Selection of London Transport double-royal
POSTERS comprising 1969 'London Museums' by
Carol Barker (b1938), 1970 'Country Walks European Conservation Year' by Janet Archer
(b1942), 1971 'Grinling Gibbons' by Barbara
Pollock, 1972 'Osterley Park' by Richard Beer
(b1928) and 1972 'Richmond' by Graham Clarke
(b1941). In generally good condition, some edge
scuffs, filing holes near top. [5]

1937 Post Office (GPO) quad-royal POSTER
'Motor Transport Depôt' by Lili Rethi (1894-1971)
showing work being undertaken on a lorry's front
axle with other Post Office lorries in the
background inside the cavernous depôt. A
dramatic & stark image, glorifying work in an
almost Soviet style. Linen-backed & in superb
condition. [1]

c1935 TRAVEL POSTER 'Antwerpen, Welthafen Kunststadt' (Antwerp, World Port and City of Art)
by Jozef Winters (1911-1981). This is the German
language version of this poster. Strong colours
and stark art deco features of liner, skyscraper &
cathedral. Just under double-royal at 24" x 39"
(61cm x 99cm). In superb condition, no obvious
defects, backed with linen. [1]

Estimate: £900 to £1100

Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

206

207

208

c1937 TRAVEL POSTER 'Eté à Davos, Suisse'
(Summer in Davos, Swtzerland) by Willy Trapp
(1905-1984). This is the French language,
summer version of this poster. Shows an alpine
chalet in a summer meadow, silhouetted against
the distant, snow-covered Parsenn mountain. In
excellent condition, backed onto linen, a small
well-executed repair at the bottom edge. [1]

1950s double-royal British Railways POSTER
'King's College Chapel, Cambridge' by Shepherd
from BR's 'See Britain by Train' series. Undated
but print-code suggests 1957. A striking image
with contrasting light and shade. Backed onto
linen and in excellent condition, very minor
blemishes only. [1]

1930s/1960s London Underground 12" x 10"
(31cm x 26cm) PANEL POSTERS comprising 'Royal
Tournament', 'Scottish Art Exhibition' (artists
unknown) and 'Fourth Centenary of the Bible' by
Lynton Lamb (all from 1938) plus 2 x 1966 'Lord
Mayor's Show' by Peter Roberson plus 14 x
c1990s London Transport Routemaster etc 24" x
11" (61cm x 28cm) BUS PANEL POSTERS
comprising 9 in the 'Poems on the Underground'
series (2 are duplicated) plus sundry others eg
fare evasion, bombs, suspect packages. Some
storage nicks & creases but generally good. [19]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Estimate: £400 to £500
Estimate: £200 to £250

Estimate: £80 to £100

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

209

210

211

c1933 Great Western Railway (GWR) doubleroyal POSTER 'Bristol' by Claude Buckle
(1905-1973). Depicts choristers and clergy leaving
the cathedral. Undated but some sources suggest
1933. Backed onto thin Japan paper with a little
creasing in places, a very small loss at the edge
and a couple of edge-nicks but otherwise a very
good example. [1]

c1906 Great Western Railway (GWR) quad royal
POSTER MAP of London tube lines showing the
GWR route from Reading into Paddington and
highlighting the Central London, Great Northern
& City and City & South London tube lines, the
latter's extension to King's Cross & Euston under
construction. An amazing and most unusual
survivor. Fragile at the folds, small losses, needs
conservation. [1]

1930s quad-royal POSTER 'Isle of Man - Travel by
GWR' (Great Western Railway). Based on an oil
painting by William Hoggatt RI (1879-1961), it
shows a view down to Douglas and Douglas Head,
possibly from Snaefell. Backed onto linen and
generally in excellent condition, just a few edgenicks from before backing and a very small loss at
the top l/h corner, not affecting the image. [1]

Estimate: £600 to £800

Estimate: £1000 to £1500

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

212

213

214

c1922 London County Council (LCC) Tramways
POSTER 'London's Tramways - Late Theatre
Services by Tramway' by Margaret Haythorne
(1893 - ??). A b&w poster, one of 3 she designed
for the Tramways, this one is not listed by the LT
Museum. Measures 14" x 28" (36cm x 71cm),
identical size to the farecharts on the trams,
enabling the posters to be displayed inside the
trams as well as at tram stops etc. In excellent
condition, backed onto linen, faint horizontal
fold-creases now barely discernible. [1]

1948 Southern Railway (British Railways) doubleroyal POSTER 'Ilfracombe' by Walter E Spradbery
(1889-1969). Depicts a paddle-steamer entering
the harbour, a turquoise sea and heat-haze on
the horizon. Issued by BR just after
nationalisation but clearly produced by the
Southern Railway prior thereto as it still bears
their serial number. Backed onto acid-free
conservation card and generally excellent, just a
few small creases and minor blemishes. [1]

c1931/32 London Underground quad-royal
POSTER MAP 'Underground Map of London'.
Undated but a box at the top edge refers to the
Southgate extension of the Piccadilly Railway as
under construction. Folded,a little wear at some
folds with a few small partings but generally a
very reasonable example. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Estimate: £450 to £550
Estimate: £200 to £250

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Estimate: £120 to £150

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

215

216

217

1922 London Underground double-royal POSTER
'Royal United Service Museum - Charing Cross or
Trafalgar Square' by Edward McNight Kauffer
(1890-1954), a prolific designer of posters for the
Underground/London Transport from 1915-1939.
Backed onto linen, a few defects were
professionally repaired upon mounting, leaving
the poster in excellent condition. [1]

1922 London Underground double-royal POSTER
'London Museum of Practical Geology - Piccadilly
Circus by London's Underground' by Edward
McNight Kauffer (1890-1954), a prolific designer
of posters for the Underground/London
Transport from 1915-1939. The stark image of
the stibnites is typical of Kauffer's symbolism.
Backed onto linen, a few defects were
professionally repaired upon mounting, leaving
the poster in excellent condition. [1]

1939 London Underground POSTER MAP by H C
Beck. Shows the planned extensions of the
Central Line to Epping and Denham, the Bakerloo
Line to Stanmore and the Northern Line to
Alexandra Palace, High Barnet and Bushey Heath.
Beck has thickened the lines to allow the line
names to be included within them. The map has
been framed and measures 32" x 26" (81cm x
61cm) including the frame. Some creasing and a
short horizontal tear about midway are evident,
otherwise good. [1]

Estimate: £400 to £500

Estimate: £600 to £800
Estimate: £600 to £800

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

218

219

220

1930s/40s London & North-Eastern Railway
(LNER) double-royal POSTER 'Flatford Mill - the
Constable Country' by Walter E Spradbery
(1889-1969). Very colourful depiction of the mill
with its rippled reflection in the mill-pond.
Generally good/very good condition, backed onto
thin paper, has once been folded, some light
creasing and small blemishes. [1]

c1930 London & North-Eastern Railway (LNER)
double-royal POSTER 'England & Scotland' by
Ladislas Freiwirth (1895-??). Shows a steamhauled train (Flying Scotsman?) speeding along a
cliff-top on the East Coast main line with a large
LNER wing extending from the locomotive.
Backed onto linen and in superb condition. [1]

1962 London Underground POSTER MAP
designed by Harold F Hutchinson in the shortlived style that did away with all curves. Shows
the system in its post-war settled form, possibly
the last map not to show the planned Victoria
Line. An unusual, small-format poster measuring
19.5" x 15" (50cm x 33cm). A small tear at the l/h
edge, otherwise in very good condition (folded).
[1]

Estimate: £1000 to £1500
Estimate: £250 to £300

Estimate: £175 to £225

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

221

222

223

c1924 London, Midland & Scottish Railway (LMS)
quad-royal POSTER 'The Scottish Highlands' by Sir
David Young Cameron RA (1865-1945). Depicts
dramatic weather over the mountains behind a
small loch. Backed with conservation card,
generally in excellent condition, a few small scuffs
and stains, mainly at/towards the lower edge. [1]

c1949 POSTER issued by Punch magazine entitled
'Sages of all Ages... take Punch home for the fun
of it'. Designed by Frédéric Henrion (1914-1990)
who also designed posters for London Transport.
Size 40" x 30" (101cm x 36cm). Backed onto linen
and in superb condition. [1]

c1949 POSTER issued by Punch magazine entitled
'the Forces of course... take Punch home for the
fun of it'. Designed by Frédéric Henrion
(1914-1990) who also designed posters for
London Transport. Size 40" x 30" (101cm x 36cm).
Backed onto linen and in superb condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £450 to £550

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

224

225

226

Selection of British Railways double-royal
POSTERS comprising 1950 "International
Connections" by Barnes, 1961 "British Railways"
by Reitz and 1971 "Inter-City for a quick take-off
from Gatwick Airport". Some edge nicks and
scuffs but all are generally good to very good. All
have been previously folded. [3]

c1955 British Railways (Western Region) quadroyal POSTER 'Wales - Travel by Train' by Frank
Sherwin (1896-1985). Depicts a peaceful Welsh
valley. Backed onto linen and generally excellent,
slight vertical fold-marks in places. [1]

1936 Southern Railway quad-royal POSTER
'Southsea and Portsmouth' by Charles Pears
(1873-1958). Depicts a paddle-steamer calling at
the pier, a crowded beach, boating pool and
much more detail, even a Portsmouth
Corporation bus in the background. Backed onto
linen and in excellent condition. Small damp
stains at the bottom edge of the linen but barely
affecting the poster itself. [1]

Estimate: £500 to £600

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £900 to £1000

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

227

228

229

Pair of 1973 London Transport double-royal
POSTERS comprising 'Christopher Wren' by
Graham Clarke (b1941) and 'Greenwich' featuring
the Cutty Sark by John Finnie (b1935). Both in
very good condition. [2]

Selection of 1960s London Transport double-royal
POSTERS comprising 1969 'Green Line 706 to
Chartwell...former home of Sir Winston Churchill',
1967 'Roundabout' and 1967 'London Diary' (2
copies). In reasonable to very good condition. [4]

Selection of 1970s London Transport double-royal
POSTERS comprising 1973 'The London Transport
Collection' by Tim Demuth, 1978 'Come and
Collect' by William Fenton and 1974 'Posters from
the Past' plus a smaller-size 1977 POSTER 'Silver
Jubilee Poster Show'. All in good to very good
condition. [4]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

230

231

232

1974 London Transport double-royal POSTER by
Hans Unger (1915-1975) 'Lord Ashfield....Creator
of London Transport'. Believed to be the last work
by Unger for LT, his first had been in 1950. A few
light creases but generally very good. [1]

1940s double-crown POSTER 'Britain Awaits' by
Blake featuring a colourful illustration of a coach
that has reached a picturesque harbour. These
posters were produced by Britain's coach
operators in anticipation of the ending of WW2
travel restrictions and could be overprinted with
an individual company's name in the lower panel,
this one is blank. A few edge nicks and scuffs but
generally very good. [1]

Metropolitan Electric Tramways ENAMEL SYSTEM
MAP. Dating from the 1920s and measuring 29"
(73cm) square, the map shows this Underground
Group company's network in NW London
together with Underground railways, connections
to the associate London United Tramways'
services and through running over LCC tracks into
central London. The sign has faded from
weathering in places and has a few chips. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £230 to £270

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

233

234

235

London Underground 1938-Tube Stock enamel
CAB DESTINATION PLATE for High Barnet /
Morden on the Northern Line. A double-sided
plate with brass ends. In generally good, ex-use
condition, a few scratches. [1]

Selection of bus TIMETABLE BOOKLETS
comprising Bradford City Transport 1959, East
Yorkshire 1956, West Yorkshire 1935 and 1957,
Hartlepool Borough Transport 1980, Newcastleupon-Tyne 1949 and Northern General 1951 and
1958. In lightly-used to very good condition. [8]

Pair of 1920s 'Stingemore' London Underground
linen-card POCKET MAPS comprising the first
edition dated 11-5-25 (red cover) and the fifth
dated June 1927 (mustard cover). Both are in
used condition, the first only lightly, with slight
foxing marks, and the second more heavily with
some creases and small stains. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £60 to £70

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

236

237

238

A City of London STREET SIGN from Pleydell
Street, EC4, a short thoroughfare just off Fleet
Street, London's former newspaper district. An
opal glass sign in its original aluminium frame,
measuring 38" x 12" (97cm x 31cm), we estimate
it to date from the 1950s or perhaps a little
earlier. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
SIGN ' Coopersale Corner' from a 'Keston'
wooden bus shelter at this location near Epping in
Essex which was served by the 381 bus route
from Harlow. A flanged, single-sided sign
measuring 18" (46cm) square and generally in
very good condition with just a couple of small
blemishes. [1]

London Transport/London Country bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 386 destinated "via
Standon Station". We are unable to determine
where this would have been located but the fact
that buses on this shopping days route departed
Standon in 3 different directions may be relevant!
In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Estimate: £120 to £150
Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

239

240

241

Quantity of 1940s-1960s Maidstone & District
TIMETABLE LEAFLETS for Tours, Excursions &
Express Services. All different and generally in
good to very good condition. [19]

London Underground RAILWAYANA comprising a
TRAIN TAIL LAMP (red aspect) embossed 'LT' (exuse condition, some corrosion at base) and a
brass Underground car WHISTLE (good condition,
not tested). [2]

British Railways (Eastern Region) fully-flanged
ENAMEL SIGN 'Waiting Room'. Measures 24" x
18" (61cm x 46cm). A few small chips, mainly at
the edges, but otherwise very good. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £160 to £200
Estimate: £50 to £60

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

242

243

244

Selection of cast-iron railway WAGON PLATES
comprising LMS 740563, LNER 1937 Darlington
203843, LNER 1948 Darlington 304387 plus a
small cast-iron plate marked BR 1949 HWD. All in
good, ex-use condition. [4]

c1930s Southern Railway PLATFORM ENTRY
GANTRY SIGN from platform 14 at Waterloo
Station. Measures 69" x 17" (175cm x 43cm), a
metal unit with translucent perspex number
insert which is probably a BR (S) replacement for
the original number. In very good, ex-use
condition (no insert on the reverse side and no
electrical fittings), has been repainted. Vendor
worked for the dismantling contractor in c1977.
[1]

Railwayana items comprising a BR 3-aspect
GUARD'S HANDLAMP, a Southern Railway /
Southern
Region
enamelled
GAS-LIGHT
LAMPSHADE obtained by vendor from Forest
Row station and an enamel BR LOOK OUT
ARMBAND PLATE with leather strap. All in good,
ex-use condition. [3]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £150 to £250

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

245

246

247

London & North-Eastern Railway (LNER) cast-iron
NOTICE PLATE 'Warning to Trespassers etc".
Obtained by vendor from Bunns Lane bridge near
the former Mill Hill (The Hale) station on the
closed line between Mill Hill East and Edgware.
Measures 26.5" x 17" (67cm x 43cm) and in very
good, ex-use condition, appears to have been
repainted at some point since rescue. [1]

Selection of railway EPHEMERA including
1940s/50s ABC and BR Holiday GUIDES,
EXCURSION LEAFLETS, CARRIAGE MAPS, one
framed (some reprints), Daily Telegraph
Underground, Rail & Tramways MAP OF
LONDON, London's Country GUIDE No 1, 1940s
Southern
Railway
cross-channel
FOLDER
W/TICKETS (Golden Arrow etc), 1977 Silver
Jubilee BR MENU FOLDER, other maps etc. Lightly
to well-used. [21 items]

Selection of 19th century (1850s onwards)
railway PARCELS WAYBILLS & INVOICES etc.
Companies include Lancashire & Yorkshire,
Oldham, Ashton-under-Lyne & Guide Bridge
Junction, Cambrian, North Eastern, Midland,
Great Eastern, London & North Western, Great
Western etc plus a 'Reserved' NOTICE from the
Isle of Wight Central Railway. Signs of age, some
are a little fragile. [19 items]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £60 to £80

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

248

249

250

c1908 postcard-size CARD MAP of the London
Underground produced by G W Bacon & Co Ltd
for the William Owen store in Westbourne Grove.
Lines shown in colours against a streetmap
background, the Central is actually depicted in
today's red! Undated but shows 1908 FrancoBritish Exhibition. A most unusual item. Small
punch holes at top edge, otherwise in excellent
condition. [1]

British Railways (Western Region) enamel
PLATFORM SIGN 'Platforms 2 and 3' with arrows.
A fully-flanged, double-sided sign with original
hooks for hanging from the station canopy.
Stated by vendor to be ex-Aberystwyth station.
Measures 36" x 18" (92cm x 46cm), in very good,
ex-use condition with a few small chips, mainly
on one side. [1]

Great Western Railway (GWR) cast-iron NOTICE
PLATE re penalty for not fastening the gate.
Stated by vendor to be ex-Aberystwyth.
Measures 29" x 10.5" and in very good, ex-use
condition. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £450 to £500
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

251

252

253

London
Underground 1950s/60s enamel
PLATFORM FRIEZE PANEL from Blackfriars station
shared by the District & Circle Lines and featuring
the colours of both lines plus a 'bullseye' logo for
the Circle. It is unusual for these frieze panels to
include the bullseye. Measures 70" x 9" (178cm x
23cm) and is in generally very good ex-use
condition with a few small chips and blemishes.
[1]

1920s London bus FARECHART ('Fares') POSTER
for route 529 between Winchmore Hill and
Hampton Court. It was a legal requirement to
lodge a copy with the Licensing Office and to
display one on each bus. Operator not shown, as
was normal, but this route was operated at the
time by indpendents such as Meteor, Perkins and
Public. The latter used the 1925 Dennis bus now
preserved at London Bus Museum. Size: 22.5" x
32" (57cm x 81cm). Has been folded and is in
generally good condition. A most unusual item.
[1]

British Railways (London Midland Region)
ENAMEL SIGN 'No Parking'. A fully-flanged sign
measuring 24" x 18" (61cm x 46cm). One small
chip on the face otherwise in very good condition
with an excellent shine. [1]

Estimate: £160 to £190

Estimate: £50 to £60

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Estimate: £100 to £150

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

254

255

256

Selection of 1912 London Traffic Census largescale MAPS & DIAGRAMS ('Plates') comprising
"Volume of Traffic at various points and
proportion of Trade to Passenger Vehicles",
"Diagram of Central London showing volume of
traffic over the Bridges and other selected
points", "General Diagram of London showing
Volume of Traffic & Density of Population" and
"Diagram showing relative capacity of Electric
Trains & Motor Omnibuses on Certain Routes".
Open out to up to 25" (64cm) square and in good
to very good, folded condition. Most unusual
items. [4]

British Railways (London Midland Region)
1950s/60s enamel STATION CHALKBOARD with
totem symbol in the header. Made of steel, the
top of the board is finished in full vitreous enamel
and the black area has a matt finish for chalk
messages. Measures 25.5" x 48.5" (64cm x
123cm) and is in very good, ex-use condition with
just minor blemishes, mainly at the screw-holes.
[1]

British Railways (London Midland Region)
STATION TOTEM SIGN from Crouch Hill on the
Gospel Oak to Barking line, now part of the
London Overground. A half-flanged example in
very good, as-withdrawn condition with a couple
of very small chips, minor corrision at the edges
and more on the reverse. Believed to be
appearing at auction for the first time. Obtained
by the vendor direct from the station in the early
1970s when the signs were being taken down. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £3000 to £4000

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

257

258

259

Quantity (20) of LGOC Bus POCKET MAPS dated
from 1925-1926. A consecutive run (except for
one issue) for those two years plus one Country
Bus issue. Condition varies from used to very
good. [20]

Quantity (23) of LGOC Bus POCKET MAPS dated
between 1922-24. All different. Condition varies
from used to good. [23]

1950s London Transport directional ENAMEL
SIGN 'UndergrounD' with a double-flighted arrow
piercing the bullseye. These signs were usually
situated on the street, attached to a lamp-post or
similar. A single-sided, fully-flanged sign
measuring 25" x 10.5" (64cm x 27cm). Generally
in very good, ex-use condition with a small dent
at the top edge and two small areas of
restoration on the face. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £300 to £400

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

260

261

262

1928 London Underground MAP of the Electric
Railways of London "What to see and how to
travel". Summer 1928 edition, designed by E G
Perman with elaborate calligraphy of station
names and border etc. In very good, lightly-used
condition, just some foxing spots on the rear
cover. [1]

London
Transport
Routemaster BONNET
FLEETNUMBER PLATE ex RM 1024. The original
RM 1024 entered service at Stonebridge garage
in 1962 and the last to carry this number was
withdrawn at Clapham garage in 1987 and sent
for scrap. Comes with backing plate (bonnet flap)
and is in good ex-use condition. [1]

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 716 destinated Hitchin via
Stevenage. We speculate that this might have
been located in Knebworth, where Stevenage
would have been an important destination, but it
could also have been a bit further south on the
route. In excellent, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £140

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

263

264

265

1917 bound volume of London General Omnibus
Company ENGINEERING MONTHLY CIRCULARS
FROM No 1 (Feb 1917) to No 6 (Jul 1917), at
which point publication was suspended due to
the Great War. These circulars were issued to the
Engineering, Coach Factories and Building
Department staff. A most unusual item, not seen
by us before. In excellent condition. [1 volume]

1917-18 bound volume of London Underground
Group EFFICIENCY PAPERS dated from March
1917 to April 1918. Papers cover a wealth of
subjects including station lighting & heating,
advertising, staff welfare, lifts & escalators etc. A
most unusual item not seen by us before. In
excellent condition. [1 volume]

London Underground 38-Tube Stock enamel CAB
DESTINATION PLATE for East Finchley / Finsbury
Park on the Northern Line / Northern City Line. A
double-sided plate with brass ends. In ex-use
condition with some enamel loss in places. [1]
Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

266

267

268

Selection
of
London
Transport
bus
garage/trolleybus depôt ALLOCATION STENCIL
PLATES for AF (Putney), AV (Hounslow), BW
(Bow), F (Putney Bridge), G (Forest Gate), GR
(Garston), HH (Hemel Hempstead) and K
(Kingston). All in good, ex-use condition. [8]

A c1930s City of Westminster opal glass STREET
SIGN from Medway St, SW, a residential street in
Pimlico (SW1) off Horseferry Road. Comes with its
original wooden frame and measures 36" x 13"
(91cm x 33cm) including the frame. A little
weathering to the red lettering but generally in
very good, ex-use condition. On end of the frame
has a little abrasion damage. [1]

London Transport bus stop Q-PLATE for routes 20
& 250 (this would have been located in Epping
High Street) in painted aluminium with some
weathering, plus a bus stop enamel G-PLATE
'Special Journeys Only' in superb condition. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £300 to £400

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

269

270

271

Quantity of 1930s Green Line Coaches Ltd (incl
one for Skylark) TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated
1931-33 and all different. This set covers routes B
to G & Y. Generally in good to very good
condition. [28]

Quantity of 1930s Green Line Coaches Ltd (incl
one for Skylark) TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated
1931-33 and all different. This set covers routes
BG to M & Z. Generally in good to very good
condition. [28]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £120 to £150

1924 British Empire Exhibition at Wembley
official fold-out PLAN & MAP designed by
Kennedy North in a style similar to MacDonald
Gill with an Underground map with calligraphed
station names and elaborate, colourful
illustrations. Lightly used with some cover wear
but generally in good condition. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

272

273

274

c1924 Metropolitan Railway MAP "of Extension
Lines into Metro-Land" backed with a map of
central London showing the District and tube
railways. Shows the British Empire Exhibition site
at Wembley as well as the various new residential
estates along the railway. Opens out to 19" x 15"
(48cm x 38cm). A short tear at one edge,
otherwise in very good condition. [1]

Pair of c1920s Metropolitan Railway CARRIAGE
PRINTS 'Metro-Land', featuring pictures, framed
in gold-leaf, the first of Ruislip Wood and Great
Missenden, the second of Sandy Lodge Golf Links
and a different picture of Great Missenden. These
would have been located in the compartments of
steam-hauled carriages. Most unusual items. In
very good, ex-use condition. [2]

Metropolitan Railway items comprising 1905
'Country Walks' GUIDEBOOK 'The Harrow &
Uxbridge Railway...is now open' (incl fold-out
map of the Met Rlwy Extension), c1929 Met &
LNER 'Country Walks' GUIDEBOOK No 3 and 1927
hard-cover BOOKLET 'Record of Events from the
Opening of the Line in 1863, revised to 1927".
Plus 1928 Metropolitan District Rlwy BOOKLET
'Diamond Jubilee, Exhibition of Rolling
Stock...South Kensington Station". Condition
varies from well-used to excellent. [4]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £170 to £200

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot No:
275

1909 Metropolitan & Great Central Joint Railway
GUIDEBOOK 'Illustrated Guide.....Middlesex,
Hertfordshire & Buckinghamshire'. 120pp booklet
with fold-out map of the Joint Railway. Covers are
worn and detached, contents are good. A most
unusual item. [1]
Estimate: £60 to £80

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

276

277

278

Pair of Metropolitan Railway BOOKLETS
'Watford's New Railway' and 'Stanmore's New
Railway', published 1925 & 1932 respectively.
High quality publications inside card covers with
gold-leaf titles, (the latter with its original
envelope), each 12pp illustrated booklet details
the rationâle for the building of the extensions,
the construction of the lines and the history of
the towns served. Pages are loose, otherwise the
booklets are in very good condition. Rarely-seen
items. [2]

1928 edition of "Metro-Land" GUIDEBOOK issued
by the Metropolitan Railway. 114pp booklet
complete
with
fold-out
Metropolitan
Railway/Underground map (print-codes MET
16/68M and G3583/100M). Light cover wear,
spine re-inforced but otherwise a good example.
[1]

1908 Metropolitan Railway items comprising
TIMETABLES BOOKLET, 112pp with fold-out map
showing the 'parcels delivery boundary' plus a
BOOKLET 'Harrow to Uxbridge ... Descriptive
Sketch with Illustrations', 36pp. Both in good to
very good condition, the former has some foxing
to the cover. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

279

280

281

Two boxes of loose-bound London General
Omnibus Company & London Transport Central
Buses TRAFFIC NOTICES & TRAFFIC CIRCULARS
for the period July 1930 to December 1945.
Appears to be a complete run for this period but
this has not been fully checked. NB: these are a
mixture of photocopies and originals. In very
good condition. [2 boxes, 22 binders]

London
Underground 1950s/60s enamel
PLATFORM FRIEZE PANEL from the Northern Line
platforms at London Bridge station. Measures 70"
x 9" (178cm x 23cm) and is in generally good, exuse condition with some chipping of the enamel
at the screw-holes. [1]

London Underground Standard Tube Stock
enamel CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Finsbury Pk
/ Hammersmith on the Piccadilly Line. A doublesided plate with brass ends. In ex-use condition
with some enamel loss in places. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £150 to £180

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

282

283

284

Bell Punch TICKET PUNCH complete with strap
and an original back-plate from the Bell Punch
company together with a suitable London
Transport box (strap is broken). Machine no
80077. In very good, ex-use condition - punches
and rings as it should. [1]

A City of Westminster enamel STREET SIGN from
Gt. Peter Street, SW1, a long thoroughfare which
leads off Millbank. The 'Gothic' script of the
heading suggests a vintage of c1950s. Measures
30" x 15" (76cm x 38cm), and is in very good, exuse condition. [1]

Pair of wooden PUNCH TICKET RACKS, one is
London Transport (marked 'Excursion 3'
underneath), the other may be so as well. Both
are in good working order and contain a selection
of sundry tickets from LT and other operators. [2]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £250 to £300

Estimate: £50 to £60

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

285

286

287

1950s/60s London Transport enamel BUS STOP
SIGN ' Mile House Lane' from a 'Keston' wooden
bus shelter at this stop on the London Road in St
Albans which was served by routes 313, 338/A
and 358. This is the version with 'London
Transport' on the bar, signifying that there was
also a separate stop flag on a pole, and this is the
Country Area type with a green circle. A flanged,
single-sided sign measuring 18" (46cm) square
and generally in very good condition with wear
confined to the edges and flange. [1]

c1928/9 London Underground linen-card POCKET
MAP from the Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is one of the two first issues of the
larger, second series and is the one with the
yellow cover. These were issued before any of the
line extensions were projected. An excellent
copy, crisp and firm. [1]

London Transport Metropolitan Line CARRIAGE
MAP dated 1937 (thick card, good ex-use
condition with small damp stains at foot &
vertical creasing) plus a c. early 1930s CARRIAGE
ADVERTISEMENT for Onoto Pens, possible also ex
Metropolitan Railway or Line (thick card, good exuse condition, corners clipped). These were
located in the compartments of T-stock and
steam-hauled carriages. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £120 to £160

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

288

289

290

Considerable quantity (64) of LONDON
TRANSPORT MAGAZINES for the years 1950
(Mar-Oct + Dec), 1951 (complete), 1952 (JanAug), 1953 (March missing) and 1954-5 (both
years complete). All in good, used condition with
the usual corroded staples. [64]

Quantity (27) of LONDON TRANSPORT
MAGAZINES for the years 1947 (April [1st issue],
July, Oct-Dec), 1948 (complete) and 1949 (Dec
missing). Mostly in good, used condition with the
usual corroded staples. [27]

Two-part 1950s/60s ROAD SIGN for a left-hand
junction consisting of the warning triangle and
the descriptive sign. Stated by vendor to be from
the Scottish village of Spean Bridge. Alloy signs,
the main part measures 12" x 21" (30cm x 53cm).
In well-used condition with scratches. [2 parts]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

291

292

293

London Transport Country Area INSPECTOR'S CAP
BADGE in solid sterling siver with enamel inlays
and of the design in use from 1934-1969. This
example is hallmarked 1964. In very good, ex-use
condition but was so regularly polished by its user
that the relief of the griffins is somewhat worn
away. [1]

First-year H C Beck London Underground
DIAGRAMMATIC CARD MAP. The undated edition
with no print-code, issued c. August 1933. Refers
to re-naming of Dover St station to Green Park
and the merger of Holborn and British Museum
stations. Very light wear but generally an
excellent example, crisp and firm. [1]

1950s/60s Wilts & Dorset Motor Services Ltd
timetable panel enamel HEADER PLATE.
Measures 12.5" x 7" (32cm x 18cm) and is in very
good, ex-use condition with just minor blemishes.
[1]

Estimate: £90 to £120
Estimate: £250 to £300

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Estimate: £80 to £100

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

294

295

296

Pair of 1960s aluminium BUS STOP FLAGS, the
first for Halifax Passenger Transport and the
second for Wilts & Dorset 'Compulsory - All
Services'. Measure 13" x 14" (33cm x 36cm) and
12" x 18" (30cm x 46cm) respectively. In good, exuse condition, the second a little weathered. [2]

Quantity (20) of Underground Group/London
Transport Tram and Tram/Trolleybus POCKET
MAPS dated between 1923-1939. All different.
Condition varies from used to very good. [20]

A 1950s cast-alloy East Kent BUS STOP FLAG
'Request' plus two other BUS STOP FLAGS,
operators unknown, the first is a 1950s/60s castalloy type and the second a 1970s-on DoT
standard style in aluminium. All are 12" (30cm)
wide, double-sided and in ex-use condition. [3]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

297

298

299

A 1950s/60s enamel COACH STOP FLAG 'Royal
Blue'. A double-sided sign measuring 13" x 10.5"
(33cm x 27cm). In very good, ex-use condition.
[1]

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 81C Mon-Sat Fare Stage. This route ran
between Staines and Heathrow Airport Central
from January 1968 to April 1970. A couple of
small chips, otherwise in good, ex-use condition.
[1]

London Underground 38-Tube Stock enamel CAB
DESTINATION PLATE for East Finchley / Tooting
on the Northern Line. A double-sided plate with
brass ends. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

300

301

302

London Transport trolleybus DESTINATION BLIND
(front & rear boxes) from Finchley depôt dated
October 1960. A complete blind, with leaders,
mostly in very good, ex-use condition but with a
small missing area (vertical) and some repairs on
the reverse, all at the lower end. [1]

Pair of London Transport Routemaster bus
DESTINATION BLINDS from Battersea (B) garage
comprising an 'NN' (ultimate) dated 17.9.84 and
an 'LL' (side or rear ) dated 21.9.83. Both blinds
were manufactured at Aldenham works and are
complete, with both white leaders present.
Generally in good to very good, ex-use condition.
[2]

London Transport SMS bus DESTINATION BLIND
(also fits RF) for the front box from Edgware (EW)
garage dated 31.3.80. A complete blind, with
both original metal rollers still present, and in
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £90 to £110

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Estimate: £70 to £90

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

303

304

305

Sheffield Corporation Tramways DESTINATION
BLIND, undated but likely 1950s. A complete
blind, with leaders, in very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

London Transport tram DESTINATION BLIND
(route numbers) from Abbey Wood depôt dated
May 1947 and to fit an ex-West Ham Corporation
car. A complete blind, with leaders, in good, exuse condition with the original lower roller still
present. [1]

London Transport trolleybus DESTINATION BLIND
(route numbers) from Hanwell depôt dated
November 1957. A complete blind, with leaders
and original rollers, in good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

306

307

308

London Transport trolleybus DESTINATION BLIND
(side box) from Hanwell depôt dated November
1954. A complete blind, with leaders, in good, exuse condition. [1]

London Transport trolleybus DESTINATION BLIND
(front & rear boxes) from Hanwell depôt dated
September 1957. A complete blind, with leaders,
in very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £120 to £150

Pair of British Railways (Eastern Region) Class 308
EMU DESTINATION BLINDS for the Great Eastern
and London, Tilbury & Southend services. c1980s.
Both blinds are identical (only one is pictured)
and are complete, with white leaders at both
ends. In very good to excellent, ex-use condition.
[2]
Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

309

310

311

Pair of 1950s/60s bus DESTINATION BLINDS, the
first for Stockport Corporation and the second for
Cheltenham District Traction (Bristol Omnibus).
Both are complete and in good, ex-use condition.
[2]

Set of London Underground 1983 Mk I Tube Stock
enamel STOCK-NUMBER PLATES from a 3-car
unit: 3608, 4608 and 3708, two motor cars and
one trailer. These plates were located inside the
cars above the inter-communicating doors. In
excellent, ex-use condition, barely a blemish. [3]

London Underground 1950s/60s enamel FRIEZE
PANEL from the platforms at Holland Park station
on the Central Line. Length 55" (140cm). A couple
of small chips but generally in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £100 to £140
Estimate: £60 to £80

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

312

313

314

Pair of London Transport/London Country bus
stop enamel E-PLATES for routes 130 Express and
409 Express. Both are finished in the blue
background used by LT for limited-stop services
and are in very good to excellent, ex-use
condition. [2]

1956 (Summer) issue of the ABC COACH & BUS
GUIDE for Great Britain & the Continent plus a
selection of bus TIMETABLE BOOKLETS
comprising
Blackpool
Corporation
1977,
Birkenhead 1950, Western Welsh 1951 and
Crosville, No 1 Area 1964/65 and 1965. Generally
in lightly-used to very good condition. [6]

1936 London Transport Underground MAP. A
special printing produced to accompany the
Annual Report & Accounts of the LPTB. Opens out
to 24" x 18 " (61cm x 46cm), single-sided, and
shows the system superimposed in red on a
street map with the joint running lines (eg East
London, Watford, Richmond, Wimbledon) shown
in dotted form. In very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

315

316

317

A City of London STREET SIGN from Farringdon
Street, EC4, the well-known thoroughfare that
runs from Blackfriars to Holborn Viaduct. An opal
glass sign in its original aluminium frame,
measuring 36" x 18" (92cm x 46cm), we estimate
it to date from the 1950s or perhaps a little
earlier. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Selection of London Transport Country Area bus
garage ALLOCATION STENCIL PLATES for HA
(Harlow), GR (Garston), GY (Grays), RG (Reigate)
and TG (Tring). All in good, ex-use condition. [5]

London Transport green Routemaster perspex
RADIATOR TRIANGLE BADGE as originally fitted in
1965/66 to the RCL coaches and green RML buses
and, later, to the RMC coaches as well. Badge is
in very good, ex-use condition with minor
blemishes only. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £130 to £150
Estimate: £300 to £350

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

318

319

320

Small selection of London General Omnibus
Company (LGOC) POCKET MAPS & GUIDES
comprising the issues dated November 1912,
December 1912 and June 1913. Generally in good
to very good condition, a few small stains. [3]

1947 London Transport POSTER 'By Green Line
from Hyde Park Corner'. A pair poster (2 x double
royal) issued in April 1947 for the start of the first
summer of the fully re-instated coach network
after WW2. Has the pre-war style 'bullseye' logo
plus a map of Hyde Park Corner and an
alphabetical list of towns/places served by Green
Line from there. R/h poster has some edge scuffs
and nicks, otherwise the pair are in good
condition. [Pair]

London Underground 1938-Tube Stock enamel
CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Alexandra Palace
(never used) / Moorgate on the Northern Line. A
double-sided plate with brass ends. In very good,
ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Estimate: £60 to £80

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Estimate: £70 to £90

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

321

322

323

Selection of London Transport bus stop enamel EPLATES originating in the East Grinstead area and
comprising routes 438C and 473 Fare Stage plus
routes 91 and 137, both for Maidstone & District
and with green lettering. In very good, ex-use
condition. [4]

1913 & 1915 Underground Group publicity
LEAFLETS folding out to 8 double-sided panels
with miniature colour reproductions of
contemporary travel posters exhorting travel by
bus and tram to leisure destinations such as
Hampton Court, Chingford Mount, Windsor,
Dorking, Hatfield, Maidenhead, St Albans etc with
travel details, fares etc. High quality publications
for that period. Both in very good condition. [2]

London Transport Central Buses 1960s
DRIVER'S/CONDUCTOR'S OVERCOAT with blue
piping to the collar and plastic 'griffin' buttons.
Suitable for owners of RT, RF, Routemasters etc.
No size label but a good medium. In excellent
condition, appears never to have been worn. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £60 to £70

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

324

325

326

Selection of London Underground LAMPS
comprising a red-aspect TRAIN TAIL LAMP and 2 x
triple-aspect GUARDS' HANDLAMPS. All are
embossed 'LT' and in ex-use condition. [3]

Matching pair of London Underground enamel
STOCK-NUMBER PLATES from R-Stock Driving
Motor Car (D-end) 22620. These plates were
located inside the car, above the intercommunicating door. In very good, ex-use
condition, one has some splashes of silver paint
(easily removed, if wished) from the re-painting
of the grille behind the plate upon car overhaul.
It's most unusual to come across a matched pair
of these plates. [2]

1911 London Underground POCKET MAP printed
by Johnson, Riddle & Co Ltd. This edition shows
the 3 separate Hammersmith stations, the CLR
extension to Liverpool St under construction and
the LBSCR lines to Crystal Palace. Opens out to
10.5" x 8" (27cm x 20cm). In very good, lightlyused condition, just a tiny tear at one edge. An
ex-guidebook copy, folded accordingly, with a
trace of adhesive at one edge. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £110 to £130
Estimate: £130 to £170

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

327

328

329

1949 London Transport MAINTENANCE BULLETIN
No 41, 2nd issue, for the AEC RT double-deck
vehicle, LTE code 3RT3. An original copy of the
maintenance manual issued to garages etc. 78
foolscap pages plus numerous drawings and
diagrams. Cover is worn and loose but contents
are good. [1]

1949 London Transport MAINTENANCE BULLETIN
No 39 for the Leyland RTL double-deck vehicle,
LTE chassis code 7RT. An original copy of the
maintenance manual issued to garages etc. 71
foolscap pages plus numerous drawings and
diagrams. Well worn cover but contents are
good. [1]

Pair of London Transport quad-royal POSTERS
comprising 'London's Railways' and 'Bus Routes'
(both 1974) plus a small selection of bus interior
PANEL POSTERS from the 1960s-1990s including
1969 'Victoria Line now open'. Generally in good
to very good condition. [7]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

330

331

332

1960s London Transport GARAGE TOOLS
CATALOGUES AND SCHEDULES containing tool
catalogues for RT, RTL, RTW & GS types (RF, T,
TD, RLH also mentioned) and for the RM. Tools
are both illustrated and listed. A most unusual
item. In good, used condition. [1]

c1910 Metropolitan Electric Tramways small,
pocket-sized MAP OF ROUTES and Particulars of
Services. Includes the "Middlesex and
Hertfordshire Light Railways" in the cover title,
these being operated by the MET. Shows the
company's services linking to the Underground
railways. Opens out to 8.5" x 10" (22cm x 25cm).
In very good condition, just lightly used, small
adhesive mark on cover. [1]

Quantity of 1920s/1930s London Underground
LEAFLETS covering excursions, cheap return fares,
new ticket availability etc. All different and
generally in very good condition, a few have torn
corners where removed from the display
fastening. [42]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

333

334

335

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 716A destinated Hatfield,
Welwyn, Stevenage. This may well have been
located in Potters Bar. Apart from a small blemish
at the top r/h corner, in good, ex-use condition.
[1]

An AEC winged COACH BADGE as fitted to the
front panel of AEC coaches, such as the Reliance,
1950s-70s. A complete unit, stainless steel with
enamel badge and fixing bolts on the reverse.
Measures 18" x 8" (46cm x 20cm) and is in very
good, ex-use condition with just some small
blemishes from use. [1]

Pair of c1910 TRAM SEAT FRAME SETS
manufactured by the United Electric Car Co Ltd of
Preston which built trams from 1905-1917 and
later became part of English Electric. Each set
consists of two cast-iron ends, with the
manufacturer's name embossed, and a seat-back.
In very good, ex-use condition. [2 sets = 6 pieces]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

336

337

338

1914 London Underground pocket MAP OF THE
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF LONDON 'What to See &
How to See it'. Opens out to 17 " x 13.5" (43cm x
34cm) with 12 panels. Undated but mid-late
1914. Circle of bullseye on cover is red. In used
condition with some fold-partings but still a good
example. [1]

Set of London Underground 1973 Tube Stock
enamel STOCK-NUMBER PLATES from a 3-car
unit: 116, 516 and 316, a driving motor car, trailer
and non-driving motor car. These plates were
located inside the cars above the intercommunicating doors. In good, ex-use condition,
a few scratches and chips. [3]

London
Underground 1950s/60s enamel
PLATFORM FRIEZE PANEL from Covent Garden
station on the Piccadilly Line. Measures 59" x 9"
(150cm x 23cm) and is in very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £60 to £80

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Estimate: £170 to £220

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

339

340

341

c1930s/40s Eastern National timetable panel
enamel HEADER PLATE. Measures 21" x 2.5"
(53cm x 6cm) and is in very good, ex-use
condition with just a few small blemishes, mainly
at the screw-holes. [1]

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE for
route 16A Mon-Sat destinated Kilburn, Victoria.
We reckon that this would have been located at
the bus station at Brent Cross Shopping Centre
and is therefore likely to be one of just a pair. In
very good, ex-use condition. [1]

London
Transport
Routemaster BONNET
FLEETNUMBER PLATE ex RM 616. The original RM
616 entered service at Highgate garage in 1961,
replacing trolleybuses, and the last to carry this
number was withdrawn at Wood Green garage in
1988 and sent for scrap. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £140
Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

342

343

344

Pair of London Transport Routemaster front
REGISTRATION PLATES comprising CUV 341C (ex
Country RML 2341) and SMK 756F (ex RML 2756,
the 5th from last Routemaster). Both are the
original, LT-type 'hanging' plates with the
protective rubber strip and are in good, ex-use
condition. [2]

1921 London Underground MAP OF THE
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF LONDON 'What to See &
How to Travel' with issue date 9-3-21. Designed
by MacDonald Gill with a blue decorative border
and calligraphed station names, the map opens
out to 13.5" x 10.5" (34 x 27cm). In excellent,
unmarked condition, a little age-darkening in
places, slight touch of adhesive on the outer
spine. [1]

London Transport GIBSON TICKET MACHINE,
serial no 28764. An Alpha-Codes machine in
working order with original box and spare ticket
roll. Prints 'London Transport' on tickets. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £350 to £450

Estimate: £150 to £250

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

345

346

347

Original London Transport Gibson Ticket Machine
WEBBING HARNESS. In excellent, ex-use
condition with all buckles, clips and backing pad
present plus an attached PSV badge holder. [1]

London Transport bus conductor's leather CASH
BAG bearing the embossed LT bullseye and
complete with BUDGET KEY in its holder. The
correct items to accompany a 'Gibson' ticket
machine. An excellent example in very good,
lightly-used condition. [2]

Pair of 1930s Southern National and Western
National Omnibus Companies POSTER ROUTE
MAPS of bus services in the North Devon & North
Cornwall and South Devon & East Cornwall Areas
respectively. Superb posters with illustrations of
Bristol G & H type buses and crests of the
counties & major towns around the edge.
Undated but estimated mid-late 1930s from bus
types. Measure 30" x 20" (76cm x 51cm). Some
edge scuffs and nicks, some reinforcement on the
backs but generally in good condition. Folded. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £90 to £110

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

348

349

350

London Transport/London Country RT-bus
BONNET FLEETNUMBER PLATE from Country
Area RT 4792. The first bus to carry this number,
built in 1954, entered service at Hertford garage
in 1956 and the last RT 4792 was withdrawn,
coincidentally at the same garage, in 1977 and
sent for scrap. In ex-use, ex-scrapyard condition,
very dusty. [1]

London Transport RT-bus BONNET FLEETNUMBER
PLATE from Central Area RT 2311. The first bus to
carry this number entered service at Middle Row,
Kensington garage in 1949 and the last RT 2311
was withdrawn at Plumstead garage in 1975 and
sent for scrap. In ex-use, ex-scrapyard condition.
[1]

London Underground Standard / 38-Tube Stock
enamel CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Stanmore /
Wembley Park on the former Bakerloo Line. A
double-sided plate with brass ends. In ex-use
condition with some loss of enamel in places. [1]
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

351

352

353

1909 London Underground POCKET MAP 'What
to See and How to See it, The Excursionists' Guide
with Map'. This is the map with numbers
referring to points of interest listed on the
reverse. Opens out to 10.5" x 8.5" (27cm x 22cm).
Ex-guidebook copy, subsequently re-folded,
otherwise in excellent condition. [1]

Selection of 1920s/30s London Underground
'Guide to Underground Travel' etc POCKET
BOOKLETS with card covers comprising Arnos
Grove etc dated Sep 1932, Finsbury Park dated
May 1928, Highgate dated Feb 1927, Hounslow
dated Mar 1933, Morden etc dated Mar 1927 &
South Harrow etc dated Apr 1928. All contain
fold-out Underground maps of Central London. In
good to very good, lightly-used condition. [6]

Selection of 1920s/30s London Underground
'Guide to Underground Travel' etc POCKET
BOOKLETS with card covers comprising Arnos
Grove etc dated Sep 1932, Ealing Common etc
dated Jan 1927, Hounslow & Osterley dated Jan
1927, Morden etc dated Dec 1926, Sth Harrow
dated Nov 1932, Totting Broadway etc dated Mar
1927 & Queens Park etc dated May 1928. All
contain fold-out Underground maps of Central
London. In good to very good, lightly-used
condition. [7]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £250 to £300

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

354

355

356

London Underground enamel STATION SIGN from
Woodford on the Central Line. This is the centre
bar from a platform bullseye sign and probably
dates from its opening as an Underground station
in 1947. Measures 59" x 10.5" (150cm x 27cm)
and is in good, ex-use condition. [1]

1964 (December) London Underground quadroyal POSTER MAP designed by Paul Garbutt.
Shows the Victoria Line under construction from
Victoria to Walthamstow, Hoe Street. In very
reasonable condition, some damp stains, wrinkles
and light creases. Was once folded. [1]

Underground Group PUBLICITY MATERIAL
comprising 4 x 1913 issues of the 'TOT - Train,
Omnibus, Tram' LEAFLETS (issues 1, 2, 3 & 5) plus
a 1924 BOOKLET 'Facts concerning London's
Underground' with cover illustration by H S Sands
and containing the 5 'Facts' booklets bound into
one volume. All in good to very good condition.
[5]

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £140 to £160

Estimate: £80 to £90
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

357

358

359

Set of London Underground 1973 Tube Stock
enamel STOCK-NUMBER PLATES from a doubleended 3-car unit: 862, 662 and 863, two driving
motor cars and a trailer. These plates were
located inside the cars above the intercommunicating doors. In excellent, ex-use
condition, barely a blemish. [3]

London Transport bus stop, enamel E-PLATE for
route 174 Express in the special white lettering on
a blue background used by LT for limited-stop
services. The 174 Express ran between 1958 and
1977 in peak hours between Romford Station and
Harold Hill. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Large roll of SEAT MOQUETTE MATERIAL for RT,
RTL, RTW, RF, RLH, GS buses etc. The material is
55cm (22") wide and the vendor advises that
there is 25 metres+ in the roll and that a very
small section has a manufacturing fault but that
almost all is perfect. [1 large roll]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

360

361

362

London Underground Standard Tube Stock
enamel CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Ealing /
Wood Green on the Piccadilly Line. A doublesided plate with brass ends. In ex-use condition
with some chips. [1]

Very large quantity of London Transport bus stop
PANEL TIMETABLES from the 1970s/80s/90s.
Completely unsorted, a huge variety of routes,
some duplication noted. All unused. [1,000+]

London Tram & Trolleybus Conductor's
METROPOLITAN STAGE CARRIAGE BADGE T 8178.
Equivalent to PSV licence badges, these were
issued from 1935-1962 for electric traction in the
capital. A Metrovick Traffolyte badge with
horseshoe fitting on reverse. Rather faded from a
long period of use. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

363

364

365

Selection of bus TIMETABLE BOOKLETS
comprising Hastings Tramways 1949, Maidstone
& District (Sussex) 1957, Maidstone & District
1967, Brighton, Hove & District 1956 & 1958,
Brighton Area 1968, Eastbourne 1951/52,
Southdown, East Sussex 1974 and Wilts & Dorset
1963. In lightly-used to very good condition. [9]

1974 London Underground quad-royal POSTER
MAP designed by Paul Garbutt. Shows the first
section of the 'Fleet' Line (today's Jubilee Line)
and the Piccadilly Line extension to Heathrow
Central as under construction. Also shows the
Northern City Line as closed, to re-open as part of
BR in 1976. A little darkening from U/V exposure
towards the right-hand edge, otherwise generally
very good. [1]

London Transport enamel BUS & COACH STOP
FLAG (request). A 1950s/60s 'bullseye'-style,
double-sided 'boat'-type flag. Measures 18" x
15.5" (46cm x 40cm) and in excellent, ex-use
condition with minor blemishes only. A very good
example indeed. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £150 to £200
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Estimate: £100 to £120

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

366

367

368

Metropolitan Stage Carriage ENAMEL LICENCE
PLATE number 12809. The larger (9" x 6.5" 23cm x 16cm), early type of plate once affixed by
law to all London buses, coaches and trams. A
label on the back suggests that this plate was
fitted to single-decker LT 1089 but we have not
been able to verify this. These plates have rarely
survived as, in theory, they had to be returned to
the Public Carriage Office for re-issue or
scrapping. The plate is seemingly unused so is
possibly a reproduction but, if so, it looks entirely
authentic apart from the lack of use! [1]

1922 London Underground MAP OF THE
ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF LONDON 'What to See &
How to Travel' with issue date 1-3-22. Designed
by MacDonald Gill with calligraphed station
names, the map opens out to 13.5" x 11" (34 x
28cm). Light wear and a tiny loss at one corner
but generally a very good copy. [1]

London Transport bus stop, enamel E-PLATE for
route 111 Mon-Fri Rush Hours & Sunday.
Believed have been located on the CranfordHounslow section of this route during the
1969-76 period when those journeys ran at those
times only. In good, ex-use condition with a little
weathering in places. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

369

370

371

London Underground 1960s enamel PLATFORM
FRIEZE PANEL from the Piccadilly Line platforms
at Holborn station. Unusually, these were made
with the line colour in a lighter shade of blue
since associated with the Victoria Line. Measures
62" x 9" (157cm x 23cm). Needs cleaning but is
generally in very good, ex-use condition under
the dirt marks. [1]

Pair of WW2 London Transport Officials'
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS of Trams and Trolleybuses
comprising the two issues for 1944, dated April
(Amendment Sheet dd 14.6.44 is pasted in) and
October respectively. In used but good condition,
the first has a small loss to the cover, the second
has a loose cover and small annotations to the
front. [2]

A 1930s enamel-on-brass AEC & English Electric
TROLLEYBUS BADGE from an AEC trolleybus with
English Electric bodywork. Believed by vendor to
be ex-Southend Corporation. Measures 13.5" x
10" (34cm x 25cm) at maximum. In good exvehicle condition, small losses to the red enamel.
A most unusual item. [1]

Estimate: £170 to £220

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot No:

Lot No:

372

373

Officially bound volume of London Transport
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS (Trams & Trolleybuses) for
1936. In good condition, a little wear to the spine.
A scarce item. [1]

Pair of London County Council (LCC) Tramways
POCKET MAPS & GUIDES TO CAR SERVICES
comprising the issues dated February 1915 and
April 1916. Both in very good condition, a few
slight stains. [2]

Estimate: £140 to £180

Estimate: £200 to £250

Estimate: £100 to £120
Estimate: £70 to £90

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

374

375

376

London County Council (LCC) Tramways enamel
TRAM STOP 'All Cars stop here'. A double-sided
sign in the clover-leaf shape used by LCCT in the
early part of the 20th century. Some of these
signs survived in use until the end of London's
1st-generation trams in 1952 and this may be one
of those as it shows evidence (chips and
weathering) of a long life on the street. Measures
26.5" x 16" (67cm x 41cm) at maximum. [1]

London Underground 1938-Tube Stock enamel
CAB DESTINATION PLATE for Archway / Colindale
on the Northern Line. A double-sided plate with
brass ends. An unusually good example in
excellent, lightly-used condition. [1]

London Underground framed enamel PLATFORM
ROUNDEL SIGN from Earl's Court station,
probably from the Piccadilly Line platforms. One
of the smaller, tunnel-side versions 24" (61cm)
across, c1980s. Complete with original bronze
frame. Minor signs of use but generally in
excellent condition. [3 parts + frame]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £700 to £900
Estimate: £450 to £550

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

377

378

379

London Underground enamel STOCK-NUMBER
PLATE from 1938-Tube Stock Driving Motor Car
11229. These plates were located inside, at the
end of each car above the inter-communicating
door. In good, ex-use condition, some splashes of
bronze paint (easily removed, if wished) from the
re-painting of the grille behind the plate upon car
overhaul. [1]

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 708 destinated Victoria,
Croydon, East Grinstead. Likely to have been
located on a southbound stop somewhere
between Cricklewood and Marble Arch. In very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

A c1930s City of Westminster opal glass STREET
SIGN from Little Essex Street, WC2, a short street
near Temple in London's legal district between
the Strand and the Embankment. Comes with its
original wooden frame and measures 39" x 15"
(100cm x 38cm). In very good, ex-use condition.
[1]

Estimate: £150 to £180
Estimate: £300 to £400

Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

380

381

382

Pair of 1932 London General Country Services
TIMETABLES of Omnibus & Coach Services, one
for the Northern Division and the other for the
Southern Division. They are the Winter 1932-33
issues and the Southern version is the one dated
23/11/32. The former is in excellent condition,
the latter is in used condition. [2]

London Underground enamel STATION SIGN from
Preston Road on the Metropolitan Line. This is
the centre bar from a platform bullseye sign and
may possibly date from the re-siting of the station
platforms in the early 1930s. Measures 47" x 8.5"
(120cm x 21cm) and is in good, ex-use condition.
[1]

Maidstone Corporation Transport enamel BUS
STOP FLAG, c1950s, with the Borough's coat of
arms and motto "Agriculture and Commerce'. A
double-sided sign measuring 11" x 12" (28cm x
30cm) and in very good, ex-use condition with
just a few blemishes and a little weathering. A
rarely-seen sign. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £130

Estimate: £110 to £150

Estimate: £120 to £140
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Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

383

384

385

Quantity of 1930s Green Line Coaches Ltd (incl
several for Acme) TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated
1931-33 and all different. This set covers routes
M & Z to R. Generally in good to very good
condition. [28]

Quantity of 1930s Green Line Coaches Ltd (incl
several for Acme) TIMETABLE LEAFLETS dated
1931-33 and all different. This set covers routes R
to AW. Generally in good to very good condition.
[26]

London Transport bus stop enamel E-PLATE "Star
Bus" with the blue background used for limitedstop services. This was a short-lived evening
service in the 1970s, using DMS-type buses, that
linked some main-line stations with London's
theatreland. In very good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £120 to £150
Estimate: £150 to £180

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

386

387

388

London County Council (LCC) Tramways
RULEBOOK 'Rules and Regulations for... Horse Car
Drivers and Motormen' dated 1899. Also covers
the Brixton Hill cable line. The section for electric
traction, dated 1903, has been bound in at which
stage, presumably, a revised label was affixed to
the cover to include 'motormen'. We believe this
to be the first issue of the book as the LCC only
obtained powers to operate in 1899. A most
historic item in good, used condition. [1]

1912 Central London Railway POCKET MAP titled
'Central London (Tube) Railway' with a brown
border and in a very similar style to maps
produced by the Underground Group (who took
over the CLR the following year) but with
considerable prominence given to its own line.
The Ealing Broadway extension, not yet open, is
shown in hatched form and that to Liverpool
Street shown as operational. In very good, lightlyused condition, ex-guidebook copy with cut-out
at margin and re-folded. [1]

Enamel TRAIN DESTINATION PLATE 'Croxley
Green/Richmond' (double-sided) believed to be
from a 1920s LNWR/LMS electric multiple unit.
Measures 28" x 4" (71cm x 10cm). In good, exservice condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot No:

Lot No:

389

390

Selection of 1949 London Transport OFFICIALS'
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS ('Red Books') of Central
Area Buses and Green Line Coaches comprising
the issues dated August, October and December.
All in very good condition, the first has a small
loss to the front cover. [3]

Late
19th/early
20th
century
London
Underground ENAMEL SIGN 'To the Trains' with a
Victorian/Edwardian-style
pointing
hand.
Believed to have originated on one of the early
tube lines. Manufactured by the Patent Enamel
Co Ltd, Birmingham & London. Measures 48.5" x
15" (123cm x 38cm) including what may be the
original wooden frame. In very good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £100 to £130

Estimate: £300 to £400
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Estimate: £90 to £110

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

391

392

393

1933 autographed 1st-edition of the London
Underground POCKET MAP designed by H C Beck
with the designer's hand-written signature on the
map-side. The cover carries the now famous
words 'A new design for an old map....' and the
print-code is 750M-1-33. Having compared the
signature to others that are known, we believe
that it is likely to be genuine. Map is in excellent
condition, crisp and firm, with just a tiny mark on
the cover and a faint indentation where the date
was previously pencilled on. [1]

London Underground enamel PLATFORM
ROUNDEL SIGN from Oxford Circus Station. This is
a medium-size sign measuring 44" (112cm) across
by 36" (92cm) high, c1980s, and comes complete
with its bronze frame. In very good, ex-use
condition, just a few light scratches. [3 parts +
frame]

Pair of London Transport Metropolitan Line
CARRIAGE MAPS dated December 1945 (thick
card) and October 1948 (thin card). These were
located in the compartments of T-stock and
steam-hauled carriages. In good, ex-use condition
with the usual damp stains at the foot. Both have
been folded once. [2]

Estimate: £900 to £1100

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot No:

Lot No:

Lot No:

394

395

396

Officialy bound volume of Underground Group
TRAFFIC NOTICES (District, London Electric,
Central London and City & South London
Railways) for the year 1926, nos 1-50. In good
condition, a little wear to the spine. A most
unusual item. [1]

London Transport coach stop enamel E-PLATE for
Green Line route 718 destinated Kingston,
Staines, Windsor. Would have been located on a
westbound stop, quite possibly in Putney. In very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Set of London Underground enamel STOCKNUMBER PLATES from a 4-car unit of 1962-Tube
Stock comprising Driving Motor Cars 1616 &
1617, Trailer 2616 and Non-Driving Motor Car
9617. These plates were located inside the end of
each car above the inter-communicating door. In
good, ex-use condition, a few chips in places. [4]

Estimate: £2000 to £2500

Estimate: £170 to £220
Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £110 to £130

Lot No:

Lot No:

397

398

A c1950s enamel BOOKING OFFICE SIGN for Royal
Blue Express Coach Services incorporating a
network map in the top half. A superbly detailed
and colourful sign measuring 20" x 30" (51cm x
76cm). In excellent, ex-use condition with a good
shine and just a couple of small chips. [1]

A small London Underground enamel PLATFORM
BULLSEYE SIGN from Aldgate East station.
Believed to have been made for the pillars on the
platforms and manufactured in 1930/40s style
with black and white outlining. Measures 14.5" x
10" (37cm x 25cm) and in excellent, unmarked
condition. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £350

Estimate: £300 to £400

Transport Auctions of London - 17th February 2018

Hammer prices are subject to a buyer's premium of
16% inclusive plus, in the case of bids via thesaleroom.com, an additional fee of 3.6% inclusive.

Lot No:

Lot No:

399

400

1904 MAP published by the Underground Electric
Railways of London Ltd and, we believe, the first
to be produced with this title and showing the
integrated network. Group lines and those with
running rights shown with thick lines, others, eg
CLR, with thin lines. Also shows power stations,
sub-stations, depôts & selected tramway
connections. Single-sided, opens out to 49" x 33"
(124cm x 83cm). Rather fragile, some fold tears
have been repaired on reverse with archive tape.
A very scarce item, only the 2nd copy we have
seen. [1]

Late 1920s/early 1930s London Underground
ENAMEL SIGN to Kew Gardens Station featuring a
bullseye pierced by an arrow with 4 flights. The
arrow style and the shade of the background
colour suggest that the sign pre-dates London
Transport. A double-sided sign measuring 24.5" x
9.5" (62cm x 23cm). We suggest that this may
have been located on a lamp-post in Sandycombe
Road where there is a modern equivalent sign
today. A few chips to the enamel on both sides
but generally good. [1]
Estimate: £600 to £800

Estimate: £400 to £500
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ALDENHAM TRANSPORT SPECTACULAR
SATURDAY 3RD NOVEMBER 2018

ALLUM MANOR
HOUSE & HALL 2 ALLUM LANE, ELSTREE AND BOREHAMWOOD, WD 6 3PJ
10.00 - 16.00

ADMISSION: £ 3.00
TRANSPORT RELATED
ITEMS FOR SALE.
HOT AND COLD
REFRESHMENTS
AVAILABLE.
5 minute walk from Elstree
& Borehamwood Station
( Zone 6).
Four Thameslink trains
per hour.
TFL bus routes
107 Edgware Bus Station
to New Barnet Station
292 Enfield to Colindale.
Non TFL routes
306, 658 and B3.
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